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ABSTRACT 
 
Finding Simplicity in the Complex Systemic Arterial System:  
Basis of Increased Pulse Pressure.   
(May 2008) 
Mohammad Waqar Mohiuddin, B.Sc., Bangladesh University of Eng. & Technology; 
M.S., Texas A&M University  
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Christopher Quick 
   
Arterial pulse pressure is critically important to a number of diseases such as 
isolated systolic hypertension, coronary artery disease and heart failure. Determining the 
cause of increased pulse pressure has been hampered for two reasons. First, pulse 
pressure results from contraction of the heart and the load formed by the complex arterial 
tree. Pressure pulses travel from the heart to the peripheral arteries. As they reach a 
bifurcation or change in arterial wall properties, some of the pulses get reflected and 
propagate retrograde towards the heart. Second, two different modeling approaches (0-D 
and 1-D) describe the arterial system. The Windkessel model ascribed changes in pulse 
pressure to changes in total arterial compliance (Ctot) and total arterial resistance, whereas 
the transmission model ascribed them to changes in the magnitude, timing and sites of 
reflection. Our investigation has addressed both these limitations by finding that a 
complex arterial system degenerates into a simple 2-element Windkessel model when 
wavelength of the propagated pulse increases. This theoretical development has yielded 
three practical results.  First, isolated systolic hypertension can be viewed as a 
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manifestation of a system that has degenerated into a Windkessel, and thus increased 
pulse pressure is due to decreased Ctot. Second, the well-discussed Augmentation Index 
does not truly describe augmentation of pulse pressure by pulse reflection. Third, the 
simple 2-element Windkessel can be used to characterize the interaction among heart, 
arterial system and axial-flow left ventricular assist device analytically. The fact that 
arterial systems degenerate into Windkessels explains why it becomes much easier to 
estimate total arterial compliance in hypertension—total arterial compliance is the 
dominant determinant of pulsatile pressure. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Although the arterial pulse has been recognized as the most elementary sign of 
life,  there has been growing evidence that increased pulse pressure in the systemic 
arterial system is directly correlated with cardiovascular diseases, such as isolated 
systolic hypertension (20), coronary artery disease (116), end organ failure (54), and 
advanced age. Increases in pulse pressure are directly related to decreases in arterial 
compliances due to either natural aging or patho-physiological conditions, particularly 
atherosclerosis (73, 131). Increased pulse pressure is an independent risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease, which provides challenges to developing effective therapies. With 
notable advancements in measurement techniques over the past 40 years (e.g., high 
fidelity sensors, applanation tonometry, sphygmograph, ultrasound), investigators have 
reported the pressure and flow pulses at the different segments of the systemic arterial 
tree in human subjects of different ages (43, 71). One of the most intriguing findings is 
that there are noticeable differences in the morphologies of the pressure pulses at 
different locations of the systemic tree (69, 71). Although pressure pulses dramatically 
change their shape and magnitude as they travel further away from the heart, they remain 
relatively unchanged in elderly individuals (Fig. A-1).  
Numerous scientific investigations have identified the hemodynamic parameters 
responsible for increased pulse pressure. This section discusses the questions that arise 
 
_______ 
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from of the complex topology of the systemic arterial network and propagation of 
pressure and flow pulses through its branches. 
 
1.1 Conventional view of pressure pulse wave reflection 
 As the heart contracts, pressure pulses travel from the heart and propagate through 
the arterial system towards the periphery. As they travel, a portion of these waves are 
reflected back toward the heart from multiple locations, particularly at bifurcations (69, 
91) or resistance vessels (133), where the mechanical or geometrical properties of the 
vessels change (77). The observed pressure therefore consists of the sum of two 
components—a forward-traveling pressure wave and a reflected pressure wave (11). The 
reflected pulse wave has been of great interest to investigators because it has been shown 
to change dramatically with age (69) and the onset of hypertension (71). In particular, the 
speed at which pressure pulses travel increases with age and hypertension is ascribed 
primarily to decreases in arterial compliance (74, 131). This increase in pulse wave 
velocity is believed to explain why the peak of the reflected wave arrives earlier in the 
contraction cycle, when the ventricle is still ejecting (75, 81). Furthermore, the magnitude 
of the reflected wave also increases with age and hypertension (71). This phenomenon 
has been attributed to a loss of the “impedance matching” at bifurcations that normally 
allow pulses to be transmitted with very little reflection (47).  
 Taken together, observations provided evidence that the reflected wave increases 
systolic pressure and the mechanical load of the heart. These interpretations, however, are 
based on four fundamental assumptions: 1) pulse wave reflection always augments 
systolic pressure, 2) an increase in aortic pulse wave velocity causes a commensurate 
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shift in the arrival of the reflected wave, 3) the time of arrival of the reflected wave 
depends on the distance to the sites of major reflection, and 4) increases in the magnitude 
of local reflections increase the magnitude of the reflected wave reaching the heart. These 
assumptions, however, have yet to be tested. 
 To characterize and quantify the complex interaction of the forward and reflected 
waves with the beating heart, animal experimentation alone will not be sufficient. 
Complementary use of mathematical models will provide the benefit of manipulating 
critical parameters one at a time, which is not possible with experimental techniques. 
 
1.2 Use of mathematical modeling to predict pulsatile hemodynamics 
To quantify heart-arterial system interaction, Otto Frank developed the first 
mathematical model that successfully related global systemic arterial system properties to 
aortic pulsatile pressure and flow (92). This early model described large arteries as a 
single compliant compartment distending and storing blood in systole. In diastole, the 
aortic valve closes, and the recoil of the large arteries propels blood continuously to the 
rest of the system. Although explicitly based on the assumption of conservation of mass, 
the model had an implicit assumption that pressures in the large arteries rise and fall 
simultaneously. As a result, all storage of blood is determined by the total arterial 
compliance (Ctot) and all resistance to blood flow is determined by the total peripheral 
resistance (Rtot) (77, 92). The resulting model predicts an exponential fall in pressure in 
diastole, which roughly approximates measured aortic diastolic pressures (72). The 
implicit assumption that pressures in the large arteries rise and fall simultaneously is 
equivalent to the assumption of infinite pulse wave velocity (77), or more generally, 
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infinite pulse wavelength. This assumption has been considered to be a limitation of 0-D 
model (3). Pulse pressures are directly related to only two parameters, Rtot and Ctot.  
 
1.3 Spatially distributed large-scale realistic arterial system model 
Transmission line descriptions of the arterial system were developed to address 
the inherent limitations of the Windkessel model. Based on linear approximations to the 
Navier-Stokes equation, this approach includes the effects of blood inertia, and arterial 
length arises as an explicit parameter (136). The resulting equation of motion is capable 
of representing phenomenon involving pulse wave length, i.e., the pressure pulse consists 
of waves traveling in both forward and backward directions (11, 132). Pulses generated at 
the heart travel to the periphery, and are reflected whereever there is a change in the local 
impedance, which occur at bifurcations or in regions where the geometry or stiffness of 
vessels change (47). Based on this description, numerous large-scale distributed arterial 
system models were developed to capture the realistic topology of the mammalian 
systemic arterial tree. The model proposed by Westerhof et al. (128, 129) relates aortic 
input impedance to the radii, lengths and compliances of 121 arterial segments, and has 
formed the basis for several models with increasing levels of complexity (5, 83, 99). This 
model yields a realistic root aortic pressure when coupled with a realistic root aortic flow, 
and has  helped establish that the arterial system has significant pulse wave reflection 
(128, 129). It is clear from the discussion above, unlike classical Windkessel, this 
description takes lengths of the arterial segments into account. Thus the description is 
considered as 1-D model. A 1:1 scale hydraulic model (100) was implemented to mimic 
the 1-D distributed model (129) and found to predict pressure and flow pulses accurately. 
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With such 1-D models, local pulse pressure is explicitly related to the spatial distribution 
of compliance (e.g., the relative compliances of mother and daughter vessels at a 
bifurcation), and not total arterial compliance as a Windkessel.   
 
1.4 Modeling perspectives 
Over the years, numerous models have been developed to characterize the human 
arterial system. From a modeling perspective, models can be classified as those without 
spatial information (0-D), with axial length of the arteries in the network (1-D), and up to 
the most realistic geometries (3-D). Essentially, 1-D models can include the complexity 
of inertial effects missing from 0-D models. The transition from 0-D to 1-D was 
achieved analytically, which required rigorous effort with difficult mathematical 
manipulations, starting with ad-hoc approaches (77), linearization of Navier-Stokes 
equations (134), finally hitting its pinnacle with Womersley solution (35, 135, 136). 
With the advancement of computational capabilities, 2-D and 3-D models became much 
easier to implement and are now quite common. We are in an era when 3-D patient-
specific models are overtaking 2-D models (23). However, 0-D and 1-D models do have 
analytical solutions. They can provide level of insight and understanding between the 
cause and effect that is difficult to recover from 2-D and 3-D models. It is obvious that 
reality is best captured in 3-D models with accurate boundary conditions. However, 1-D 
models can be more than adequate when only pressure and flow are needed (100). 
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1.5 N-element Windkessel models  
 Despite evolution of spatially-distributed transmission models, simpler models 
with very few parameters are still in high demand. Having arterial lengths, radii and 
compliances, the transmission models can provide solution to the “forward” problem, 
i.e., given all the known parameters, it can predict the pressure and flow in the vessel 
segments. However, it fails to provide a solution to the “inverse” problem, i.e., having a 
measured pressure and flow and inferring mechanical properties of the vessel segments. 
It is not practical to extract meaningful information for over 100 vessel segments from 
one pressure and flow pulse. Later it was found that there is an infinite number of 
solutions for such “inverse” problems, e.g., similar pressure and flow pulses can be 
achieved if the arterial segments are small and compliant or long and stiff (21, 89). 
Therefore, investigators have used lumped models (which have a limited number of 
parameters and no spatial information) that can be fit to measured data to derive 
parameter values. This is used in particular to understand how the parameters, e.g., Ctot 
and Rtot are altered in situations like isolated systolic hypertension or after a particular 
intervention (32, 34, 130). The classical (2-element) Windkessel model is the simplest 
version which can be fitted to data (106). Numerous models have been reported in the 
literature with 1) an extended number of lumped elements, 2) combinations of lumped 
elements and one or two uniform tubes, and 3) introduction of non-linear (i.e., pressure-
dependent) compliance. 
 Most notable among the first group of lumped-element models is the 3-element 
Windkessel proposed by Westerhof (130). This model has an additional element 
representing the characteristic impedance of the first section of the aorta. This model fell 
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short in predicting pressure and flow, when true total arterial compliance and 
characteristic impedance is used (106). When fitted to the data, this model overestimates 
Ctot (106). Goldwyn et al. introduced proximal and distal compliance to account the 
oscillation in diastolic pressure pulse (34). Canty et al. introduced viscoelastic 
compliance in the Windkessel (22).  
 In the second group, investigators used family of tubes terminated with 
resistances to introduce pulse wave propagation and reflection and (117). Later, elastic 
(120) and geometric tapering (127) were added, which led to unrealistic peaks in the 
frequency domain. Burattini et al. terminated the T-tube model with a 3-element 
Windkessel model (18).  
 The third group of models came with adding non-linearity of element properties. 
Liu et al. introduced pressure-dependent compliance (53) in a classical Windkessel. 
However, Li et al. proposed compliance of 3-element Windkessel as an exponential 
function of pressure (50).  
 N-element Windkessel or Windkessel-tube models fill a niche between the 
classical Windkessel and transmission model. It is clear from the previous paragraphs 
that proposed n-element Windkessel models were used either to describe measured data 
empirically to estimate properties of the arterial system. Increased number of elements 
can offer better fit to the data but may fail to achieve the optimal balance of the number 
of unknown to the goodness of fit (1). The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) provides 
the justification of number of unknown parameters (1).  
 Sometimes, even when the number of parameters are justified, the physiological 
interpretation is not well defined.  For instance, the 4-element model has brought 
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controversy of placing the total arterial inertance in series or parallel, as each 
combination falls short describing the arterial system (17, 101). The 5-element 
Windkessel has a term that could represent either a venous compliance (28) or distal 
compliance (34). The physiological relevance of the elements in a model with more than 
5 elements is even more ambiguous.   
 An n-element Windkessel can always be fit to data—describing both frequency 
and time domains (assuming a particular input flow). They are very useful for terminating 
a tube, or predicting heart-arterial system interaction (5).  However, they are rarely used 
for predictive purposes.   
 
1.6 Windkessel as a predictive model  
Over the years, the Windkessel model has been used to estimate arterial system 
parameters empirically by adjusting the parameter values (e.g., Ctot) to fit the 
experimental data. This method will allow this model to be descriptive, empirically 
describing the data well by minimizing the deviation between the model and the data. 
However, the Windkessel has been recently used as the basis of a completely different 
approach (83, 84).  In particular, the Windkessel model was used as a predictive model, 
given known values of Ctot and Rtot.  Pressure was predicted for an arterial system 
behaving like a Windkessel. The resulting output of the model was the “Windkessel 
approximation”—the aortic pressure and input impedance expected if pulse wavelength is 
long enough to cause the arterial system to degenerate into a Windkessel. This predicted 
pressure pulse from Windkessel model will be used to quantify the similarity of a real 
arterial system from a Windkessel and will be termed as “Windkesselness”. To quantify 
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the amount of similarity, the aortic pressure pulse of an arterial system will be compared 
(by determining correlation coefficient, r
2
) with that of its 2-element Windkessel 
equivalwent model. This approach made it possible, not so much that 1-D model can 
degenerate into a 0-D model, but instead, that the arterial system itself can degenerate 
into a simple Windkessel. This methodology is illustrated graphically in figure A-2. 
 
1.7 Isolated systolic hypertension 
The example of isolated systolic hypertension (ISH), a condition where systolic 
pressure is elevated and diastolic pressure remains normal, exposes a conflict between the 
approaches to determining arterial system properties from measured aortic pressure and 
flow (i.e., the “inverse problem”).  One model has focused on the distributed nature of the 
arterial system. Assuming a spatially-distributed transmission line model, some studies 
suggested that changes in the magnitude of pulse wave reflection from the periphery and 
the timing of the return of the reflected wave (74, 131) are responsible for ISH. The other 
model focused on the storage properties of the arterial system. Assuming a lumped 
Windkessel model, these studies suggested that decreased total arterial compliance (9) or 
peripheral compliance (8) are responsible for ISH.   
Although both models clearly implicate changes in compliance in the 
manifestation of ISH, they clearly identified such changes as either regional or global. It 
is interesting to note that McVeigh et al. (59) used a modified 4-element Windkessel to 
show that distal compliance decreases, but proximal compliance increases in 
hypertension, i.e., an impedance mismatch causes the higher pulse pressure. Similarly, 
several approaches in the transmission model have indicated that small changes in 
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compliance ratios at bifurcations is the cause of impedance mismatch and thus altered 
pulse pressure (72).  In fact, it is possible to decrease compliances of all three vessels 
(mother and daughters) at a bifurcation, yet maintain impedance matching. In each of 
these cases, the transmission models implicate the changes in regional compliances, and 
not total compliance in increased aortic pulse pressure.  
On the other hand, the Windkessel offers a simple interpretation by implicating 
only changes in total arterial compliance in the high pulse pressure in ISH (72). The fact 
that the arterial system may be approximated by a 0-D model, and thus the transmission 
model loses its 1-D nature did not occur to investigators until very recently (83, 84).  
Therefore, no one using 1-D transmission models had previously shown that Ctot can be 
the primary determinant of pulse pressure, or that local changes in compliance can have 
little or no effect. In essence, both models have identified different changes in parameters 
with ISH to support their claims. The conclusions drawn by each model are directly 
related to the parameters that show up explicitly in the equations used (i.e., Ctot for 
Windkessel model, and local reflection coefficient for transmission model). 
 
1.8 Separation of forward and reflected waves and their interpretation 
At any location of the arterial system, the pressure and flow waves are composed 
of forward waves propagating from the beating heart and reflected waves from the sites 
of reflection. Pulse wave reflection has been implicated in several cardiovascular 
diseases. Therefore, it was necessary to address its affect on pulse pressure morphology. 
Wave separation analysis is commonly used to separate forward (Pf) and reflected (Pr) 
pressures from measured pressure (P) and flow (Q) waveforms.  It can be performed in 
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both time and frequency domain (40, 49, 132). Time-domain analysis, shown in the 
following equations, deserves particular attention since it has brought considerable 
controversy interpreting the role of reflection.  
.
2
o
f
P Q Z
P

                      (1a) 
.
2
o
r
P Q Z
P

                (1b) 
Here, Zo is characteristic impedance, the input impedance in the absence of 
reflection (16, 46, 49, 96, 132). Following this time-domain methodology and keeping 
the mean values in, the reflected pressure wave is always positive and adds to the forward 
pressure. Although this became popular, it was later challenged with the insight that pulse 
wave propagation and reflection are completely oscillatory phenomena (11, 12). 
Therefore, the analysis should be performed with only the oscillatory parts of the pressure 
and flow pulses, i.e., P and Q with mean values subtracted (11, 12).  The resulting 
forward and reflected pressure waves swing both positive and negative. Thus, the 
reflected wave will raise pressure at one instant, and will lower pressure at another 
instant. Forward and reflected pressure waves calculated from both methods have 
identical shapes. The former method often leads to the interpretation that pulse wave 
reflection can only add constructively with the forward wave, and thus reflection always 
increases pulse pressure (72-74, 77, 81). As a consequence, Westerhof and O‟Rourke 
suggested (131) that the rational approach to treating isolated systolic hypertension is to 
decrease the magnitude of reflection, a stance that has become common among  
quantitative hemodynamicists. 
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1.9 Pressure pulse morphology and concept of the Augmentation Index 
Although pulse wave reflection is slowly becoming accepted by investigators as a 
clinically-relevant variable (65, 73, 95, 97), calculation of the reflected wave via wave 
separation analysis requires measurement of both aortic pressure and flow (132). In order 
to characterize the systemic arterial system with measured aortic pressure alone, Murgo 
et al. (69) classified pressure morphologies into three different types (A, B and C). Type A 
morphology has drawn most attention among clinical investigators (43, 63, 71), and 
usually manifests among the individuals of age 45 to 65. Type A morphology has a well-
defined inflection point in aortic pressure waveform in late systole. Murgo et al. and 
subsequent investigators (43, 69, 72) have attributed this inflection point to the arrival of 
a reflected pressure wave that “augments” the pressure. This augmented pressure is 
believed to be so prominent in this group because it results from both a general increase 
in reflection as well as an early return from the periphery (131). Type B morphology, 
usually manifests between the age of 30 and 40, has a similar inflection point in the late 
systole, but exhibits less “augmentation”, presumably because the magnitude of reflection 
generated from primary reflection sites is lower. Type C morphology manifests in young, 
healthy subjects, and exhibits the least “augmentation”. Furthermore, the inflection point 
occurs later in systole or even in diastole, presumably because the pulse wave velocity is 
lower or the primary site of reflections are further from the heart (65).  
Type D morphology was introduced by Nichols et al. (71, 74) to describe the 
pressure morphology of subjects 65 and older with hypertension, which is characterized 
by the lack of a discernable inflection point. To quantify these pressure pulse 
morphologies with a simple index for clinical use, the Augmentation Index was 
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introduced by Kelly et al. (43). Expressed as a ratio of the “augmented pressure” to pulse 
pressure, the Augmentation Index was found correlated with age (43), atherosclerosis (4), 
hypertension (20), heart failure (116), and end-stage renal disease (54). 
 
1.10 Difficulties evaluating and interpreting the Augmentation Index 
Despite the growing adoption of the Augmentation Index, persistent questions 
have arisen in its calculation and interpretation. First, Segers et al. (96) found that 
analysis of the pressure wave alone yielded inaccurate estimates of when the reflected 
wave arrives. Second, Type D pressure morphology does not exhibit the inflection point 
common to morphology Types A-C (74). Attempts to identify inflection points by taking 
second, third, or even fourth derivatives of the pressure pulse with Type D morphology 
remains problematic (72). Third, although pulse wave reflection has been shown to 
consistently increase with age (131), the Augmentation Index has been reported to 
decrease above a certain age (29). Fourth, reflection sites have been reported to shift 
away from the heart with age, even though the inflection point in pressure occurs earlier 
in systole, which is interpreted as an earlier arrival of the reflected wave (65). Although 
problems implementing the augmentation index have been identified, the four 
fundamental assumptions listed on section 1 (heading 1.1, paragraph 2) concerning the 
conventional view of pressure pulse reflection have not yet been challenged. 
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1.11 Axial-flow LVADs present unique opportunity 
Axial-flow left-ventricular assist devices (LVADs) represent a new advance in 
technology to provide support for patients suffering from heart failure, one of the most 
common causes of mortality in developed countries (27, 30, 82, 103). Whereas “second-
generation” LVADs provide a pulsatile flow by mimicking the periodic contraction and 
relaxation of the ventricle, these “third-generation” LVADs have an impellor that rotates 
at 2000-5500 rpm (38, 55). Axial-flow LVADs therefore provide a relatively steady flow 
as they pump blood from the left ventricle to the aorta, bypassing the aortic valve (27, 
82, 121, 123). When LVADs are tuned properly, the heart continues to contract and 
expel blood through the aortic valve, ensuring that arterial pressure nonetheless remains 
pulsatile (76, 123). The novel design of axial-flow LVADs allows them to be much more 
efficient and smaller than pulsatile LVADs. Furthermore, clever device design and the 
rapid evolution of clinical practices have solved many of the problems plaguing former 
generations of LVADs, such as mechanical failure, hemolysis, thrombo-embolism, 
leakage, and potential for infection (2, 41, 44, 62). Taken together, these advances are 
expanding the use of LVADs from a temporary bridge-to-transplant available only to 
males with large chest cavities (82), (60) to “destination therapy” available to small 
women or even infants (27, 57, 82).  The very success of axial flow LVADs, however, 
has brought a new set of challenges to the forefront. 
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1.12 LVAD-heart-arterial system interaction presents challenges for axial-flow 
LVADs 
Four distinct challenges have arisen that impact further advances on safety, 
effectiveness, and expanded use of axial-flow LVADs. First, if ventricular failure is 
particularly severe or the LVAD removes blood from the ventricle too quickly, the 
ventricular pressure may no longer be able to rise above aortic pressure. This causes the 
aortic valve to remain shut throughout the cardiac cycle, increasing the potential for 
thrombus formation in the aortic root (124). Second, if the LVAD speed is set too low, 
aortic pressure may transiently rise above the pressure gradient generated by the LVAD. 
Blood thus can regurgitate through the pump, inappropriately loading the ventricle during 
diastole (25, 110, 126). Third, if the LVAD removes blood from the ventricle faster than 
it can fill from venous return, it can cause ventricular collapse, a particularly painful 
experience (76), (41). Fourth, to accommodate changes in physical activity, the LVAD 
speed would have to be modulated by an automatic, stable, adaptive controller. To ensure 
optimal control and to adjust LVAD speed to avoid regurgitation, persistent aortic valve 
closure, or ventricular collapse, the algorithm would have to have predictive capabilities 
(41, 58, 125, 126). These are not four independent challenges of device design, but a 
single problem of applied physiology: the behavior arising from ventricular-arterial 
interaction is highly nonlinear, complex, and difficult to predict quantitatively. 
 
1.13 Need to supplement conventional tools to study the complex interaction 
Computational fluid dynamics modeling is a useful tool to study the interaction of 
axial-flow LVADs and blood, and has led to the design of LVADs that minimize 
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hemolysis (137) and thrombus formation (15, 64). However, the dual requirement of 
precise boundary conditions and extensive computational resources limits simulations to 
a small section of a “representative” cardiovascular system. Closed-loop mock 
circulations are therefore a useful tool, since they can be set up to mimic an entire human 
cardiovascular system (102), as well as validate computational fluid dynamics 
predictions (102) and test LVAD prototypes (102, 122). It is difficult, however, to 
empirically characterize LVAD performance as a function of more than a few 
parameters. Testing of LVADs in canine, ovine, porcine or bovine animal models is of 
course required (31, 42, 55, 61, 93). The high cost of animal experiments and the 
inability to alter more than a few variables at a time, however, conspire to limit the 
usefulness of animal models as a development tool. Although all three tools are 
necessary for LVAD design and testing, they have not been sufficient to predict changes 
in LVAD performance with changes in ventricular filling, ventricular contractility, heart 
rate, peripheral resistance, or total arterial compliance. 
 
1.14 Mathematical models of heart-arterial interaction 
The analytical tools conventionally used to predict the cardiac output were first 
characterized in a time before heart-arterial interaction could be measured in animals or 
simulated by computer. Otto Frank (1895) took the first step by developing the classical 
(2-element) Windkessel (92). This arterial system model lumped the large conductance 
vessels into a single compliant chamber which distends to store blood in systole and 
recoils in diastole.  Similarly, the peripheral vessels were lumped into a single term 
characterizing the resistance to flow of blood out of the chamber. The second step was 
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taken by Suga et al., who characterized the contractile properties of ventricles as a ratio 
of instantaneous ventricular pressure and volume (114). Extending the use of the end-
systolic pressure-volume relationship (ESPVR) as an index of the ventricular 
contractility, this pressure-volume ratio was assumed to vary with time (112).  It only 
took a few years before this “time-varying elastance” model was coupled with variations 
of the classical Windkessel model (105). The final step was taken by Sunagawa et al. 
(115) who combined these two model equations and developed an analytical (i.e., 
algebraic) solution. Though this solution was elegant and indicated how changes in 
arterial and ventricular properties affected cardiac output, it was criticized for assuming a 
simple Windkessel model (24).  
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2.  DISSERTATION  OBJECTIVES 
 
The concept of pulse wave reflection was originally developed to explain arterial 
pressure-flow relationship and thus characterize heart-arterial interaction. However, the 
insight that pulses generated at the heart are reflected back from peripheral sites formed a 
basis for understanding several cardiovascular patho-physiological conditions. The 
Windkessel model describes the arterial system as a compliant chamber that distends and 
stores blood, and relates pulse pressure to total peripheral resistance (Rtot) and total 
arterial compliance (Ctot). Inherent in this 0-D description is that arterial pulse 
wavelengths are infinite. The Transmission model, having a finite pulse wavelength, 
describes the arterial system as a network of vessels with axial lengths that transmits 
pulses, and relates pulse pressure to the magnitude, timing and sites of pulse wave 
reflection. Limited by only two global properties and no spatial dependence, Windkessel 
description can implicate only global changes, e.g., change in Ctot, in the observed 
changes in pulse pressure. The transmission description implicates changes in local 
reflection for observed changes in pressure pulse. Therefore, the conclusions drawn by 
each model are directly related to the assumptions inherent in modeling approach, i.e., 
either it is change in global compliance or local reflection coefficient. 
Although recent advances have provided much-needed insight,
 
the Windkessel 
and transmission models have yet to be exploited to solve three interrelated problems.
 
As 
discussed in the previous
 
section, Windkessel will be used as a predictive model. First, 
the effect of total arterial compliance on aortic
 
pulse pressure was not quantified in terms 
of deviation from one model to another. Second, although two critical cardiovascular 
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parameters (heart rate and arterial radii) affect wave length, they also affect characteristic 
impedance and local pulse wave reflection. It was not addressed how these two sets of 
parameters can also cause an
 
arterial system to degenerate into a classical Windkessel. 
Third,
 
the mechanical properties that are responsible
 
for increased pulse pressure in 
isolated systolic hypertension were not identified, leading to a necessary step in 
developing
 
a rational basis for the treatment of hypertension. The present work will 
address each of these omissions.  
Since pulse wave reflection has become a clinically relevant variable, 
investigators have attempted to use the morphology of pressure pulses to infer effects of 
pulse wave reflection.  Pulse morphologies of elderly subjects exhibit distinctive 
inflection points during systole, conventionally believed to result from the reflected wave 
adding constructively with the forward wave. The speed at which pressure pulses travel 
increases with age and hypertension is ascribed primarily to decreases in aortic arterial 
compliance. This increase in pulse wave velocity is believed to explain why the peak of 
the reflected wave arrives earlier in the contraction cycle, when the ventricle is still 
ejecting. Furthermore, the magnitude of the reflected wave also increases with age and 
hypertension. This phenomenon has been attributed to a loss of the “impedance 
matching” at bifurcations that normally allows pulses to be transmitted with very little 
reflection. Taken together, it has been posited that the reflected wave increases pulse 
pressure and the mechanical load of the heart. These interpretations, as mentioned earlier 
in section 1, are based on four fundamental assumptions: 1) pulse wave reflection always 
augments pressure, 2) an increase in aortic pulse wave velocity causes a commensurate 
shift in the arrival of the reflected wave, 3) the time of arrival of the reflected wave 
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depends on the distance to the sites of major reflection, and 4) increases in the magnitude 
of local reflections increase the magnitude of the reflected wave reaching the heart. The 
present work challenges these basic assumptions.  
There has been significant success in describing the complex interaction of the 
heart and systemic arterial system. The recent practice of incorporating ventricular assist 
devices to treat cardiac failure poses an additional complexity. The variables influencing 
the interaction either cannot be measured or controlled, and the generality of the results 
gained from numerical simulation are limited. Though mock circulations, animal 
experimentation and computational fluid dynamics are excellent tools, they are not 
sufficient to describe the heart-LVAD-arterial system interaction. At the same time, 
quantitatively relating the performance of an axial-flow LVAD to arterial system 
properties depends on whether the pulse propagation and reflection or Windkessel 
function determines pulsatile pressure in the ascending aorta. Several distinct challenges 
have arisen that impact further advances on the safety, effectiveness, and expanded use of 
axial-flow LVADs. On the one hand, in case of severe ventricular failure, ventricular 
pressure may not be able to rise above aortic pressure as the LVAD removes blood from 
the ventricle too quickly. This leads to closure of aortic valve during systole and 
increases the potential for thrombus formation in the aortic root. On the other hand, if the 
LVAD speed is set too low, blood thus can regurgitate through the pump, inappropriately 
loading the ventricle during diastole. To accommodate changes in physical activity, the 
LVAD speed would have to be modulated by an automatic, stable, adaptive controller. To 
ensure optimal control and to adjust LVAD speed to avoid regurgitation, or persistent 
aortic valve closure, the algorithm would have to have predictive capabilities. These are 
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not four independent challenges of device design, but a single problem of applied 
physiology: the behavior arising from ventricular-arterial interaction is highly nonlinear, 
complex, and difficult to predict quantitatively. 
The three main issues described in the previous three paragraphs are a 
manifestation of a single problem: there is a fundamental, unresolved debate as to the 
critical arterial system variables affecting pulsatile pressure.  The central hypothesis of 
this dissertation is that the systemic arterial system degenerates into a classical (2-
element) Windkessel as pulse wavelength increases in elderly and hypertensive.  If true, 
total arterial compliance and total arterial resistance are the only important parameters 
effecting pulse pressure morphology, and the description of the arterial system becomes 
much more tractable for analytical characterization.  
 
2.1 Objectives 
2.1.1 Objective 1: Quantify Windkesselness in human systemic arterial system 
Hypothesis: The systemic arterial system transforms into a simple Windkessel as pulse 
wavelength increases. 
1. Specific Aim 1: Identify the hemodynamic parameters influencing to increase 
Windkesseness in the human arterial system using a mathematical approach. 
2.   Specific Aim 2: Experimentally determine alteration of Windkesseness due to aging. 
3. Specific Aim 3: Determine which cardiovascular parameters affect pressure and flow 
during isolated systolic hypertension. 
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2.1.2 Objective 2: Reinterpretation of the Augmentation Index 
Hypothesis: When systemic arterial system degenerates into a classical Windkessel, local 
reflection effects, e.g, changes in effective length, impedance mismatches at bifurcation 
and pulse wave velocity, become irrelevant.  
1. Specific Aim 1: Calculate forward and reflected wave utilizing both less appropriate 
and more appropriate wave separation analysis for normotensive subjects of different 
ages. 
2. Specific Aim 2: Propose a new technique to estimate pulse pressure augmentation by 
the reflected pressure wave. 
3. Specific Aim 3: Determine the relevance of local reflection variables (e.g., effective 
length, sites of reflection) with hypertension. 
 
2.1.3 Objective 3: Quantify heart-arterial-LVAD interaction 
Hypothesis: Degeneration of systemic arterial tree into a classical Windkessel model 
allows first-order analytical approximation to adequately describe heart-arterial system-
LVAD interaction.  
1. Specific Aim 1: Derive an analytical formulation approximating mean pressure and 
flow as a function of heart, arterial system, and LVAD parameters 
2. Specific Aim 2: Validate the analytical solution with a well-accepted distributed 
arterial system model. 
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3.  Specific Aim 3: Determine which and how key cardiovascular properties affect LVAD 
performance 
Section 3 will quantify the „Windkesselness‟ of the systemic arterial system. The 
large-scale realistic distributed model proposed by Westerhof et al. (129) and its classical 
2-element Windkessel-equivalent model will be compared. The results will be then 
compared with previously-reported experimental data. To quantify the amount of 
deviation, the aortic pressure pulse of an arterial system will be compared (by 
determining correlation coefficient, r
2
) with that of its 2-element Windkessel equivalent 
model. The r
2
 value determines the “Windkesselness” of that arterial system. In the 
following sections, the pressure pulses under comparison will be considered similar when 
r
2 ≥ 0.99. 
Section 4 will address a popular non-invasive, yet controversial index for the 
effects of arterial stiffness, atherosclerosis, and hypertension—the augmentation index. 
Taking the notion from the previous section, it will cover the role of „Windkesselness‟ in 
the augmentation index. Direct analysis of data, large-scale realistic distributed modeling 
and introduction of an index of true augmentation index will be covered. 
Section 5 will apply the principle that an arterial system can transition to a 
classical Windkessel to address development of first-order approximation to describe the 
heart-arterial system-LVAD interaction. This work will extend the approximation of 
Sunagawa et al. (115) for heart-arterial system interaction to explain the interaction when 
a steady flow source is added. This section will also introduce an axial-flow LVAD into 
the large-scale arterial system model to validate the approximation and explore the effects 
of pulse wave reflection. 
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3.  WINDKESSELNESS OF THE SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL SYSTEM 
 
Two modeling approaches ascribe vascular disease states such as isolated systolic 
hypertension to fundamentally different arterial system properties. The Windkessel model 
describes the arterial system as a compliant chamber that distends and stores blood, and 
relates pulse pressure to total peripheral resistance (Rtot) and total arterial compliance 
(Ctot). The Transmission model, assuming a finite pulse wavelength, describes the arterial 
system as a network of vessels that transmits pulses, and relates pulse pressure to the 
magnitude, timing and sites of pulse wave reflection. 
Although recent advances have provided much-needed insight, Windkessel and 
Transmission models has yet to be exploited to solve three interrelated problems.  First, 
focusing on the frequency domain, Quick et al. (83, 84) did not quantify how changes in 
arterial compliance affect aortic pulse pressure. Second, focusing on compliance (85), 
they did not address how changes in two other critical cardiovascular properties (heart 
rate and arterial radii) can also cause an arterial system to degenerate into a Windkessel 
(83). Third, they did not identify the mechanical properties that are responsible for 
increased pulse pressure in ISH, a necessary step in developing a rational basis for the 
treatment of hypertension (131).   
In this section, each of these three problems will be addressed by developing a 
novel approach to quantify how much an arterial system behaves like a classical 
Windkessel. Parameters affecting pulse wavelength will be systematically altered in a 
realistic, large-scale human arterial system model, and the resulting pressures will be 
compared to those assuming a classical (2-element) Windkessel with the same Rtot and 
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Ctot.  Model results will be validated with analysis of representative human aortic 
pressure and flow waveforms reported in the literature (71). 
 
3.1   Theory 
3.1.1 Characterizing the arterial system independent of the heart with input 
impedance 
Pulsatile pressure and flow depend not only on the arterial system, but also on the 
properties of the heart. Since the aortic pressure-flow relationship is generally linear, (84, 
119), the concept of input impedance is typically invoked to characterize the arterial 
system independent of the heart (79).  Whereas pulsatile pressure and flow are typically 
expressed in the time domain, the pulsatile load to the ventricle formed by the arterial 
system can be described by aortic input impedance (Zin), the relationship of input 
pressure (P) to input flow (Q) expressed in the frequency (ω) domain (77).   
 
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
               (3.1) 
 
3.1.2  Hemodynamic factors influencing input impedance 
The relationship of input impedance to pulse wave propagation and reflection 
phenomena is briefly reviewed here.  The arterial system at any particular location can be 
described mathematically as a compliant tube terminated by a load consisting of a 
branching arterial network. Zin of a vascular bed depends on the characteristic impedance 
of the first artery (Zo), its length (l), the pulse wavelength (λ), and the load at the end of 
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the vessel (ZL).  Taking into consideration the pulse reflection that occurs at the end of the 
tube results in a description of input impedance (12, 84). 
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Equation 3.2 completely describes input impedance in individual vessels, and can 
be applied to any vessel within a branching arterial network. ZL, then, is the input 
impedance at the end of the vessel representing the load formed by the rest of the arterial 
tree.   
 
3.1.3  Relationship of arterial mechanical properties to hemodynamic factors  
Ultimately, the key factors affecting pulsatile phenomena—characteristic 
impedance and pulse wavelength—depend on mechanical properties of arteries as well as 
the blood.  Two basic approaches have been used to derive this relationship.  First, 
Noordergraaf (77, 78) took an ad hoc approach to arrive at equations of motion and 
continuity.  Assuming that the axial pressure gradient in a vessel is equal to a pressure 
drop due to the inertia of a column of blood and viscous effects described by Poiseuille‟s 
Law, vessel inertance (L) and resistance (R) per unit length were characterized.  
Assuming a vessel with linear elasticity, vessel compliance per unit length (C) (i.e., the 
change in cross sectional area with change in pressure) was characterized.  The resulting 
characterizations of R, L and C can alternatively be derived by a more rigorous 
approach based on linearizing the Navier-Stokes equation (77, 136).  Briefly, all 
nonlinear and second-order terms (e.g., ∂2vz/∂z
2
, ∂
2
vz/∂r
2
) were neglected, as well as 
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rotational flows.  However, viscous term remained with the lower order of the linearized 
equation. In larger vessels, this method yields equivalent values for L, R and C 
expressed in terms of blood density (ρ), vessel radius (r) and blood viscosity (μ) (77), 
4
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where A is the cross-sectional area, equal to πr2.  As a result, Zo can be expressed 
as a function of ρ, μ, r and C (77). In the larger arteries, viscous effects become 
negligible, and Zo simplifies. 
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The other parameter of importance in Eq. 3.2 is the pulse wavelength (λ) which is 
a function of r, C, μ, ω and ρ.  In larger vessels, the viscous effects become negligible, 
and the normalized wavelength of a pressure pulse at the heart rate (HR) simplifies. The 
ratio of wavelength (λ) to length (l) provided the information of how closely a system is 
behaving like a Windkessel.   
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Equations 3.4 and 3.5 are used to describe the characteristic impedance and pulse 
wavelength in the large arteries of mammals (12, 77, 89, 132).  
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3.1.4 Windkessel arterial system model 
The Windkessel model is much simpler than the Transmission description 
described above, because pressure and flow are assumed to vary slowly enough to make 
inertial effects negligible. As a corollary, pulses are assumed to have an infinitely long 
wavelength, which leads to simultaneous rise and fall of pressure within the arterial 
system. The Windkessel input impedance (Zw) is a function of total arterial compliance 
(Ctot), total peripheral resistance (Rtot), and frequency (ω). 
1
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               (3.6) 
Quick et al. (83-85, 87) illustrated both theoretically and experimentally that the 
arterial system degenerates into a Windkessel at low frequencies (either low frequency 
components or lower HR). This is a special case where the wavelength (Eq. 3.5) is long, 
as assumed by the Windkessel model. However, Eq. 3.5 indicates that the changes in any 
of three parameters (HR, C, r) could increase pulse wavelength. 
 
3.1.5 Distributed arterial system model 
The arterial system model used in the present work consists of 121 major arterial 
segments representing the large conductance vessels of the human systemic arterial 
system. The vascular parameters characterizing each vessel segment (r, C, L) were first 
published by Westerhof et al. (128, 129). Using the transmission line equations described 
above, vessel inertance, resistance, and compliance per unit length were calculated (Eq. 
3.3). These hemodynamic values were then used to characterize the pressure-flow 
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relationships in the 121 vessel segments. The proximal end of this large-scale model 
starts from the root of the ascending aorta and terminates with resistive elements in the 
periphery. Because the resistances in the 121 vessel segments were very small, almost all 
resistance in the system resided in these terminal resistances. Any changes in the radii of 
these conducting arterial segments therefore have negligible effects on mean pressure. 
Comparisons to later measurements of systemic arterial compliance (90) led Stergiopulos 
et al. (106) to suggest that the original model compliances were much too low to 
represent normal human values. Like models reported previously (83, 88, 107), we thus 
increased all of the original arterial segment compliances of the Westerhof model by 50% 
to represent the normal or “control” case.  The input to this large-scale model was 
assumed to be a typical root aortic flow pulse of a healthy human at rest (Fig. A-2) 
originally reported elsewhere (106). It has a period of 1 second, a peak flow of 480 
ml/sec, and a mean value of 83.33 ml/sec. Because the input flow was experimentally 
derived and included measurement error, there were very small oscillations in flow 
throughout diastole. The output of the model was input impedance and root aortic 
pressure (Fig. A-2A).  
 
3.1.6 Predicting pressure and flow in Windkessel model 
 The same flow pulse is used as an input for the classical (two-element) 
Windkessel model (Fig. A-2B). Total arterial compliance (Ctot) for the Windkessel model 
was taken as the sum of all the compliances of the distributed model. Total arterial 
resistance (Rtot) for this model was set to match the resistance calculated from the average 
pressure and flow at the ascending aorta of the distributed model.  The output of the 
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model is the Windkessel approximation—the aortic pressure and input impedance 
expected if pulse wavelength is long enough to cause the arterial system to degenerate 
into a Windkessel. 
 
3.1.7 Comparison of the realistic distributed model with the Windkessel 
approximation  
The pressure and input impedance of the distributed model were predicted for 
different values of HR, C, and r.  In order to increase pulse wavelengths 50% above 
normal values, HR, C, and r were changed different amounts, given by Eq. 3.5.  For the 
first case, HR was decreased by 33.3% to 40 beats/min. This was accomplished by 
scaling the time axis of aortic flow in Fig. A-2. For the second case, compliance of each 
arterial segment (C') of the distributed model was reduced by 55.5%.  For the third case, 
the radii of the arterial segments (r) were increased by 50%. In each case, total peripheral 
resistance was kept constant. For comparison purposes, total peripheral resistance and 
total arterial compliance of the distributed system for each case mentioned above (i.e., 
with altered values of HR, C and r) were assumed for a classical two-element 
Windkessel model. The root aortic flow was kept same as the control case. Predicted 
pressure and input impedance of both distributed and Windkessel models were plotted on 
the same graphs.   
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3.1.8 Comparison of human data with the Windkessel approximation  
Nichols et al. reported a substantial change in aortic pressure waveforms and 
input impedance with age (71). For comparison purposes, we digitized the reported 
pressures and flows for two extremes of age. The input impedance was then calculated 
with Eq. 3.1 after pressure and flow were transformed into the frequency domain using 
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (26). Total arterial compliance was estimated for both 
cases using the technique described in Quick et al. (83). Briefly, the apparent compliance 
was calculated from input pressure and flow, and the lowest frequency available was 
taken as the best estimate of Ctot. Total peripheral resistance was estimated by dividing 
average pressure by average flow. In this case, measured pressure and flow data are used 
in place of the Distributed arterial system model in Fig. A-2A.  The input impedance of a 
Windkessel with the same Ctot and Rtot was predicted, as well as the pressure resulting 
from this Windkessel given the same measured input flow (Fig. A-2B).  The predicted 
Windkessel input impedance and the pressure waveform were then graphed with the 
experimental data (17).  
 
3.1.9 Quantifying the deviation of distributed model and Windkessel pressures  
To quantify the deviation of the Windkessel model from the realistic Distributed 
model, a simple correlation coefficient was calculated. These models were considered 
similar when r
2
=0.99 and difference in pulse pressure was less than 3 mmHg, signifying 
the degeneration of the arterial system into a classical Windkessel. 
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Figure A-2 illustrates the pressures resulting from inputting a measured human 
aortic flow into the distributed arterial system model (Fig. A-2A) and into the classical 
Windkessel (Fig. A-2B). Only if diastolic flow is exactly zero will diastolic pressure 
predicted from the Windkessel fall exponentially.  The experimentally measured flow 
used as an input for both the Distributed and Windkessel models (106). Deviation of 
between the pressure pulses predicted from each model was then calculated with 
correlation coefficient (r
2
).  
 
3.2 Results 
There was considerable deviation between the pressures predicted from the 0-D 
and 1-D models, particularly in systole. Figures A-3 A and B compare pressures and input 
impedances of the Distributed model (points) with those of a classical (two-element) 
Windkessel model (solid line) under normal physiological conditions. The correlation 
coefficient (r
2
) was 0.95 for predicted pressures. For the first five (0-4) harmonics, mean 
error for input impedance was 28.63%. The deviation was higher above the fifth 
harmonic. These results serve as baseline for comparing the three cases described below. 
In order to change wavelength (Eq. 3.5), heart rate, compliances and radii of the 
conductance vessels of the distributed model was altered one at a time. Figures A-3C and 
D illustrate pressures and input impedances from both models with a lower heart rate. A 
33.3% decrease in HR yielded an increase in pulse wavelengths of 50%. Pulse pressures 
did not exhibit much deviation (r
2
=0.99). Figures 2E and F illustrate the pressures and 
input impedances from both models with decreased compliance.  A 55.5% decrease in 
compliance yielded an increase in pulse wavelengths of 50%.  The pressure pulses were 
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highly correlated (r
2
=0.99). Figures 2G and H illustrate that the correlation of pressures 
(r
2
=0.99) increased when radii were increased in the realistic Distributed model. A 50% 
increase in radius yielded an increase in pulse wavelengths of 50%.  Pressures in diastole 
also exhibited little deviation. In each case, the results from the Distributed model were 
more similar to the Windkessel model than the baseline cases in Fig. A-3. Input 
impedances, for first five (0-4) harmonics, exhibited smaller deviation (9.09% for lower 
HR, 7.87% for decreased compliances, and 9.64% for increased radii) from the control 
case. In all three cases, the deviation was higher above the fifth harmonic.  
Measured pressure from normotensive young (28 years old) and elderly (68 years 
old) subjects were compared with those of Windkessel-equivalent pressures. Figures A-
4A and B illustrate measured pressures and input impedances originally reported by 
Nichols et al. (71) (Fig. A-4).  For the 28 year old subject, Rtot was estimated to be 0.66 
mmHg/ml/sec and Ctot was estimated to be 2.20 ml/mmHg. The pressures predicted 
assuming a Windkessel with the same values of Rtot and Ctot (lines, Figs. A-4A and B) 
approximated (r
2
=0.93) the measured pressure (points, Figs. A-4A and B). The mean 
error for first five (0-4) harmonics of input impedance was 73.45%. For the 68 year old 
subject, Rtot was estimated to be 1.08 mmHg/ml/sec and Ctot was estimated to be 0.96 
ml/mmHg.  The pressure predicted assuming a Windkessel with the same Rtot and Ctot 
(lines, Figs. A-4C and D) closely approximated (r
2
=0.99) the measured pressure (points, 
Figs. A-4C and D).  The mean error for first five (0-4) harmonics of input impedance was 
12.48%. In both cases, deviation was higher above the fifth harmonics. The older subject 
exhibited less deviation between the measured data and the model results indicating 
degeneration into a classical Windkessel (r
2
 = 0.93 vs. r
2
 = 0.99). 
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Windkesselness of an arterial system increased with lower heart rate, lower 
compliance, and increased radii as indicated by higher correlation between pressures 
predicted from large scale arterial system model and the Windkessel model. Figure A-5 
illustrates how rapidly the human systemic arterial system degenerates into a Windkessel 
with changes in heart rate, vascular compliances, and radii.  In each case, the correlation 
between pressures resulting from the distributed and Windkessel models increased from 
r
2
 value of 0.95 to 0.99 as pulse wavelengths increased 50% above normal values. 
Decreasing heart rate by 33.3%, decreasing arterial compliance by 55.5%, or increasing 
vessel radii by 50%, caused the correlation coefficient to increase to 0.99.  
The relationship of pulse wavelengths to the resulting correlation coefficient was 
insensitive to the particular parameter that was altered. Figure A-6 describes the effect of 
increased pulse wavelength on the degeneration of the arterial system into a Windkessel. 
In each case (altered heart rate, vascular compliances and vessel radii) the correlation 
coefficient increased with increases in pulse wavelength.   
 
3.3  Discussion 
The work described in this section, illustrates with a realistic, large-scale model 
that the human systemic arterial system degenerates into a Windkessel when pulse 
wavelength increases as little as 50%. Wavelengths become long relative to the lengths of 
vessels when heart rate is low, vessel compliances are low, or vessel radii are large (Eq. 
3.5).  Although investigators have maintained that long wavelengths make an arterial 
system degenerate into a Windkessel (77), this postulate has never been tested, in part 
because of the inherent inability to independently alter heart rate, compliances and radii 
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experimentally. This is the first time that increases in wavelength have been shown to 
result in increased “Windkesselness”, both in terms of aortic pressure and input 
impedance (Figs. A-3, A-5 and A-6). Furthermore, the present work quantifies how much 
and how quickly an arterial system degenerates into a Windkessel within the 
physiological range of parameters.  
 
3.1.1 Insight from case studies 
These studies suggest that an arterial system can degenerate into a Windkessel 
when pulse wavelengths increase as little as 50% (Fig. A-6). These findings provide the 
insight to speculate about why pressure pulse morphology is altered in three 
physiologically-relevant cases.  
 Case I: Bradycardia: Both cardiac and non-cardiac abnormalities can lower heart 
rate to very low levels.  With bradycardia, heart rate drops to a range of 30 to 50 beats per 
minute. If mean arterial pressure is maintained, pressure-dependent vascular wall 
properties would remain normal. In this case, the model predicts pulse wavelengths 
would increase by a factor of 1.5, and the arterial system will act more like a Windkessel, 
e.g., the diastolic pressure would fall exponentially (Fig. A-3C), and the input impedance 
would fall monotonically (Fig. A-3D). Indeed, the error between the distributed system 
and Windkessel approximation decreases as heart rate falls below 30 beats/min (Fig. A-
5A).  These model results are consistent with the exponential decrease in pressure in 
diastole reported in the literature (67), and therefore the hemodynamic changes reported 
with bradycardia can be attributed to increased wavelength and therefore increased 
“Windkesselness”.  
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 Case II: Exercise-induced hypertension:  When healthy individuals exercise, their 
heart rate increases to provide the necessary increase in cardiac output to meet the higher 
metabolic demand. In response to the attending increase in mean arterial pressure, there 
are minor increases in radii, and rather substantial decreases in (pressure-dependent) 
compliances of the conductance arteries (70). Interestingly, compliances and heart rate 
can change significantly, but may balance and result in relatively small change in pulse 
wavelength, as suggested in Eq. 3.5. If this is the case, system properties other than Ctot 
and Rtot (e.g., distance to primary sites of reflection) could play a significant role in 
determining pulse pressure, and diastolic pressures would not fall exponentially, nor 
would input impedance fall monotonically.  The present work provides the methodology 
that could test this hypothesis. 
 Case III: Age-related changes in arterial structure: As humans age, there is a 
tendency for pulse pressure to increase, even when both heart rate and mean pressures 
remain normal. In this case, the aging process causes changes to the arterial wall 
composition (72), leading to both significantly decreased compliances and increased radii 
of the large conductance vessels. This causes pulse wavelength to increase (Eq. 3.5). In 
this case, diastolic pressure falls exponentially, and input impedance falls monotonically, 
as expected for a Windkessel. The present work provides insight for further study of this 
hypothesis from the perspectives of pulse wave reflection. 
 
3.3.2 Identifying the causes of isolated systolic hypertension   
These case studies provide an essential insight into the interaction of heart rate, 
arterial compliances and radii in normal individuals: changes in parameters in normal 
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conditions tend to balance and keep wavelength constant (Eq. 3.5), that is, as heart rate 
increases, the attendant increase in mean pressure causes compliances and redii to 
decrease. This suggests a homeostatic principle which acts to moderate pulse pressure.  It 
is interesting to note that if this homeostatic principle is violated (e.g., mean pressure 
without an increase in heart rate as with hypertension) and pulse wavelength increases, 
the arterial system can begin to behave like a Windkessel.  In this case, total arterial 
compliance (Ctot) and total peripheral resistance (Rtot) are the only arterial system 
mechanical properties that effect pressure and input impedance. Although increasing the 
radius of the vessels in the Westerhof model can cause it to degenerate into a Windkessel 
(Figs. A-3 G and H), the required increase (~50%) is not physiological.  However, the 
reported changes in arterial compliance with ISH ranges from -57% to -75% (9, 45, 48, 
138).  Changing compliance in our model by the same amounts (-57% to -75%) resulted 
in r
2
 = 0.995 to 0.998, indicating that this change in arterial compliance is enough to 
cause an arterial system to degenerate into a classical Windkessel.  Similarly, estimated 
total arterial compliance of the older subject was 44% less than that of the younger 
subject (Fig. A-4).  From model results (Figs. A-3E and F) and analysis of human data 
(Fig. A-4), it can be surmised that ISH is a manifestation of the degeneration of the 
systemic arterial system into a classical (2-element) Windkessel.  Although changes in 
pulse pressure have been observed in patients with increased pulse wave velocity and the 
magnitude of the reflected wave (74, 131), the present study suggests that pulse pressure 
in ISH is directly related to only two global mechanical properties of the arterial 
system—total arterial compliance and total peripheral resistance. 
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4. REINTERPRETING THE AUGMENTATION INDEX 
 
As pulses propagate from the heart through the arterial system, they are reflected 
from multiple sites back toward the heart. Changes in the timing, magnitude, and site of 
reflection have been identified as the major causes of isolated systolic hypertension 
(ISH). In support of this assertion, pulse morphologies exhibit distinctive inflection 
points during systole of elderly subjects, believed to result from the reflected wave 
adding constructively with the forward wave. This interpretation was based on the 
common belief that reflection always augments pulse pressure. The ratio of this 
“augmented pressure” to pulse pressure is given by the Augmentation Index (AI) (43) 
shown in Fig. A-7. Recent findings suggested, however, that reflection does not 
necessarily augment pulse pressure. 
Using both classical Windkessel and spatially-distributed arterial system models, 
recent advancements have challenged the fundamental assumptions (mentioned in section 
1.1) regarding pulse wave reflection. First, with model-dependent (14) and model-
independent (84) approaches, it was shown that reflected pressure pulse waves can add 
destructively with forward pressure pulses in the aorta, therefore lowering systolic 
pressure. This effect has been (21, 49) often overlooked by investigators who did not 
remove mean values from pressure and flow before analyzing them into forward and 
reflected components, and therefore only predicted constructive adding of waves. 
Second, since the pulse wave can travel to the periphery and back approximately seven 
times within a single heartbeat, it was shown that the reflected pulse wave consists of a 
composite of multiple reflected and re-reflected waves (11). Increases in pulse wave 
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velocity not only affect the timing of the return of the composite reflected wave, but also 
of the composite forward wave. Third, it was shown theoretically that when pulse wave 
velocity increases, distances traveled to and from sites of reflection have a minimal to 
effect on aortic pressure (66, 89). Fourth, the Westerhof model and direct analysis of data 
was used to determine that the normal systemic arterial system is very similar (correlation 
coefficient r
2
= 0.95) to the classical Windkessel (66). In fact, with decreasing compliance 
with age, the system degenerates into a classical Windkessel (66, 83). Taken together, 
these recent advances have challenged the fundamental assumptions about pulse wave 
reflection that undergird the interpretation of the Augmentation Index. 
In this section, the physical basis of AI will be reinterpreted. Direct analysis of 
data, and realistic large scale mathematical modeling will be employed to explore the role 
of altered timing and sites of reflection in arterial systems with different degrees of 
stiffness.  
 
4.1 Theory 
4.1.1 Estimating forward and reflected waves  
Pressure (P) and flow (Q) waveforms measured at any site in the arterial 
circulation is the result of a summation of a composite forward and reflected waves 
(designated by subscript f and r respectively).  
f rP P P              (4.1a) 
f rQ Q Q               (4.1 b) 
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The measured pressure is typically analyzed into forward and reflected pressures using 
simple algorithms, 
( . )
2
o
f
P Q Z
P

            (4.2a) 
( . )
2
o
r
P Q Z
P

            (4.2b) 
where, Zo is the characteristic impedance, the input impedance in the absence of 
reflection (16, 46, 49, 96, 132). There are numerous ways to estimate Zo from measured 
data, including time- and frequency domain methods (49, 56, 86). Direct substitution of 
measured pressure and flow into Eq 4.2b yields a reflected wave that always has positive 
values (49, 132). However, it has been reported (11, 86) that since pulse wave 
propagation and reflection are pulsatile phenomena, the mean values of pressure ( P ) and 
flow ( Q ) must be removed from P and Q before applying was separation analysis.   
( ) ( ).
2
o
f
P P Q Q Z
P
  
             (4.3a) 
( ) ( ).
2
o
r
P P Q Q Z
P
  
            (4.3b) 
With this more appropriate application of wave separation analysis, the values of 
Pf and Pr average zero throughout a cardiac cycle, and reflected waves oscillate from 
negative to positive values (86). 
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4.1.2 Analysis of reported aortic pressure and flow data  
Nichols et al. (71) reported a substantial change in aortic pressure waveforms and 
input impedance with age. From this seminal paper, we digitized the pressure and flow 
morphologies reported for 28, 52 and 68 year old subjects. Ctot was estimated from the 
apparent compliance (84) using a technique described in detail elsewhere (83). Rtot was 
estimated by dividing average pressure by average flow. Consistent with previous reports 
(86), Zo was estimated for the root ascending aorta by averaging the magnitude of the 
aortic input impedance for harmonics 4-11. For illustrative purposes, the forward and 
reflected pressure waves resulting from applying Eq. 4.2 (i.e, the less appropriate 
application of wave separation analysis), were compared to the forward and reflected 
waves resulting from applying Eq. 4.3 (i.e., the more appropriate application).   
 
4.1.3 Calculating the “Conventional Augmentation Index”  
The Augmentation Index is conventionally calculated as the ratio of an 
“augmented” pressure, AP, and the pulse pressure, PP (43, 72, 74). The augmented 
pressure is assumed to be equal to the portion of the pressure pulse above the inflection 
point depicted in Fig. A-7A.  This ratio will be denoted as the Conventional 
Augmentation index (CAI). 
AP
CAI
PP
               (4.4) 
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4.1.4 Calculating a “True Augmentation Index”  
Because reflected waves do not always add constructively a “true” index of 
pressure augmentation was developed, based on the more appropriate application of wave 
separation analysis (Eq. 4.3). In this case, pressures at peak systole and end-diastole are 
augmented by the values of the reflected wave Pr at the time of peak systole (Pr,s) and 
end-diastole (Pr,d).  The True Augmentation Index (TAI) is therefore taken as the ratio of 
(Pr,s-Pr,d) to PP (Fig. A-7B). 
, ,( )r s r dP PTAI
PP

                  (4.5) 
The values of Pr,s, Pr,d, PP, TAI and CAI were calculated for the 28, 52, and 68 
year old subjects reported by Nichols et al. (71) and plotted.   
 
4.1.5 Large-scale human arterial system model  
The realistic, large-scale spatially-distributed arterial system model proposed by 
Westerhof et al. (129) was exploited to predict pulsatile pressure in the ascending aorta 
for subjects with different total arterial compliances. The model consisted of 121 arterial 
segments, each with different values of lengths, radii, and compliance. The original 
values compliances of each arterial segment was increased 50% in accordance with 
Stergiopulos et al. (106) to characterize the system of a young, normotensive person. The 
input to this large-scale model was assumed to be a typical root aortic flow pulse of a 
healthy human at rest, originally reported elsewhere (106). It has a peak flow of 480 
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ml/sec, a period of 1 second, and mean flow of 5 L/min. The output of the model was 
root aortic pressure.  
 
4.1.6 The classical Windkessel to identify the role of compliance in pressure 
augmentation  
Section 3 described a novel method to characterize the degree of 
“Windkesselness” (66) of an arterial system in order to determine if total arterial 
compliance (Ctot) and total peripheral resistance (Rtot) are primarily responsible for aortic 
pressure and flow (83-85, 89) (Fig. A-2). To analyze the “Windkesselness” of an 
experimental subject, the pressure predicted from the spatially distributed model in Fig. 
A-2A is replaced by measured pressure. The measured aortic pressure is then compared 
to the Windkessel with the same values of Ctot and Rtot derived experimental from the 
experimental subject. 
 
4.1.7 Forward and reflected waves in a stiff arterial system 
Numerous investigators have postulated that the magnitude of reflection 
generated at particular sites and the distance of reflection sites from the heart determine 
the overall timing and morphology of the reflected waves (69, 71, 73, 96). To test if this 
has a meaningful effect in relatively stiff arterial systems, the Ctot and Rtot of the 
Westerhof model were set equal to those of a 68 years old normotensive subject reported 
in the literature (71). Then to change local reflection sites and distance of reflections sites 
from the heart, this model was dramatically rearranged. The set of arterial segments of 
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upper and lower left limbs were detached from their original location and reattached to 
the right internal carotid artery and right vertebral artery (i.e., segments 26BG and 27A in 
(129), respectively). Finally, to remove any influence of vessel segment length and 
distance to local reflection sites, a classical Windkessel equivalent with the same Ctot and 
Rtot was constructed (Fig. A-2B). Each pressure was then subjected to the more 
appropriate application of wave separation analysis (Eq. 4.3) and the resulting forward 
and reflected waves were plotted. 
 
4.1.8 Pressure morphology of severely hypertensive subject  
To characterize whether Type D morphology arises from the degeneration of an 
arterial system into a classical Windkessel, pressure and flow pulses were digitized from 
a 68 year old subject reported Nichols et al. (71). Rtot and Ctot were estimated and 
pressure generated from the classical Windkessel equivalent was calculated (Fig. A-2B). 
Forward and reflected pressure waves were calculated from the experimental data and 
pressure from the classical Windkessel equivalent using the more appropriate procedure 
for wave separation analysis (Eq. 4.3) and plotted. 
 
4.2 Results 
Two different interpretations can be reached using the wave separation methods 
mentioned in subheading 4.1.1. Figure A-8 illustrates the forward and reflected pressure 
waveforms estimated from the less appropriate (Eq. 4.2) and the more appropriate (Eq. 4. 
3) application of wave separation analysis for 28, 52 and 68 year old normotensive 
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subjects (71). The less appropriate method appears to indicate that reflected waves 
always have positive values (left side Fig. A-8), and the timing appears to support the 
concept that the arrival of the reflected wave is responsible for the inflection point in the 
53 year old subject. The more appropriate method removes mean values of the reflected 
waves (right side, Fig. A-8), and illustrates that the reflected wave oscillated between 
positive and negative values. In fact, the early portion of the reflected wave actively 
decreases the aortic pressure at end-diastole.  In the case of the 28 year old subject, the 
reflected wave has a negative value at the time of peak systole (Pr,s). 
Appropriate use of wave separation analysis provides a net augmentation of pulse 
pressure, but only because the reflected wave decreases diastolic pressure. Figure A-9 
compares the contribution of reflected wave at peak systole (Pr,s) and end-diastole (Pr,d), 
net augmented pressure (Pr,s-Pr,d), the True Augmentation Index (TAI) and the 
Conventional Augmentation Index (CAI) for 28, 52 and 68 year old normotensive 
subjects. Whereas the CAI increases monotonically with age, the TAI shows very little 
difference in the 52 and 68 year old.  Furthermore, the reflected wave in the 28 year old 
actually decreases systolic pressure.   
Introduction of new reflection sites in the models simulating the elderly does not 
have any effect on its pulse pressure morphology. Figures A-10A B and C illustrates the 
distributed model proposed by Westerhof et al. (129) with compliances changed to 
simulate a 68-year old subject, the same distributed model after rearrangement, and the 
classical Windkessel equivalent. Figure A-10D illustrates that the peak of the reflected 
wave occurs in systole, consistent with the experimental data illustrated in Fig. A-8. 
Figure A-10E illustrates that rearrangement of the distributed model to create new 
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reflection sites and change the distance to reflection sites has little effect on either 
forward or reflected waves. Figure A-10F illustrates the forward and reflected waves 
predicted if the system completely degenerated into a classical Windkessel. The fact that 
forward and reflected waves for the Windkessel equivalent are similar to Figs. A-10A 
and B indicates that the system had degenerated into a Windkessel, and thus vessel 
lengths and reflection from discrete sites do not influence aortic pressure.  Thus, Ctot and 
Rtot are primarily responsible for the morphology and timing of the reflected wave.   
To validate the model results in Fig. A-10, Fig.A-11A presents an illustrative 
pressure pulse of a severely hypertensive 61 year old subject originally reported by 
Nichols et al. (71) and the pressures calculated for the classical Windkessel equivalent 
(Fig. A-7B). Fig. A-11B illustrates the reflected wave calculated from the more 
appropriate procedure for wave separation analysis (Eq. 4.3) applied both to the reported 
pressure and the pressure from the classical Windkessel equivalent. Similarity of the 
waveforms indicates a high degree (e.g., r
2
=0.99) of “Windkesselness” and is consistent 
with the model results in Fig. A-10. 
 
4.3 Discussion 
This work has demonstrated with a large-scale mathematical model of the human 
arterial system and direct analysis of experimental data that the conventional 
augmentation index severely misrepresents the effect of pulse wave reflection when 
arterial systems are very compliant or very stiff. On the one hand, when an arterial 
system is very compliant, pulse wave reflection can add destructively with the forward 
wave and decrease systolic pressure rather than augment it. On the other hand, when an 
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arterial system is very stiff, the system degenerates into a classical (2-element) 
Windkessel, and pulse wave reflection from discrete sites ceases to influence pulsatile 
pressure. Consistent with recent reports (11, 86) the present work therefore challenges the 
four fundamental assumptions described in the Introduction that undergird the 
interpretation of the Conventional Augmentation Index. 1) Reflection does not 
necessarily augment systolic pressure (Fig. A-9). 2) Increases in pulse wave velocity does 
not simply translate the reflected wave along the time axis (an amount equivalent to 
distance to major reflection sites divided by velocity), but instead changes the 
morphology of both composite forward and reflected waves (Fig. A-8). 3) Distances from 
the heart to reflection sites have little influence pulse pressure in stiff systems (Fig. A-
10). 4) Pulsatile pressures in a stiff arterial system are governed primarily by total arterial 
compliance and total arterial resistance rather than the magnitude of reflection from 
discrete sites (Figs. A-10 and A-11). These weaknesses of the interpretation of the 
Conventional Augmentation Index could not be demonstrated by experimentation alone, 
since all the parameters affecting pulse wave reflection cannot be measured or 
manipulated experimentally. Instead, insight came from three accepted approaches based 
on fundamental principles of physics: large-scale, realistic modeling of a spatially-
distributed arterial system (128, 129), analysis of the degree of degeneration into a 
classical Windkessel (13, 66, 87), and more appropriate application of wave separation 
analysis (Eq. 4.3) (11, 86). 
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4.3.1 Pulse wave reflection does not necessarily augment pressure  
Methods for analyzing measured pressure pulses into the forward and reflected 
pressure waves (11, 51, 86) were revisited in the present work, since the less appropriate 
method (i.e., Eq. 4.2) directly impact the interpretation of the Conventional 
Augmentation Index. Pulse wave propagation and reflection is an oscillatory 
phenomenon, and thus wave separation analysis can only apply to the oscillatory part of 
pressure and flow (11)—there can be no reflection in a system with steady flow (86). The 
more appropriate method therefore requires removing mean components from pressure 
and flow before applying wave separation analysis (Eq. 4.3) (11, 86). When this is done, 
two critical concepts become apparent. First, a discrete reflected wave does not “arrive” 
at a particular moment after a forward wave is reflected from the periphery. In fact, since 
the pulse wave velocity is nearly 500 cm/s (63), reflected waves arrive continually as 
pulse waves are reflected and re-reflected several times in every heartbeat, which 
explains why a forward wave exists during diastole (11). In fact, there is no time when 
this composite reflected wave does not exist—in early systole, the wave is negative (Fig. 
A-8), rather than zero as is commonly assumed (49). This fundamental issue can explain 
why Segers et al. (96) reported that analysis of the pressure wave alone yielded 
inaccurate estimates of when the reflected wave “arrives”. Second, reflected waves add 
both constructively and destructively with the forward wave at different times in the 
cardiac cycle (Fig. A-7B). In the case of the data from the 28 year old subject in Fig. A-
8E, the reflected wave actually has a negative value at the time of peak systole. When the 
less appropriate method for wave separation analysis is applied, it can appears that the 
reflected wave can only “augment” systolic pressure, because it appears to have a very 
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large mean value. The present work is consistent with earlier reports that the reflected 
pulse wave can actually decrease pulse pressure (11, 86).  
 
4.3.2 Implications of “Windkesselness” of an arterial system  
The classical Windkessel model proposed by Otto Frank has an implicit 
assumption that pressures in the large arteries rise and fall simultaneously (77), which is 
equivalent to the assumption of infinite pulse wavelength (84). Although pulse 
wavelengths in humans are normally much longer than the arterial system, they can 
become even longer if heart rate decreases or if arteries become stiffer and pulse wave 
velocity increases (66). Three separate methods have been previously reported that 
indicate that an arterial system can degenerate into a classical Windkessel: 1) a 
Windkessel was analytically proven to be a first-order approximation of a simple 
distributed arterial system model using a Taylor Series approximation (84), 2) numerical 
evaluation of a realistic large-scale distributed arterial system model (like the one in the 
present work) was shown to act like a Windkessel when either heart rate or arterial 
compliance decreases (66), and 3) measured data in hypertensive animals were shown to 
be equivalent to pressures predicted from Windkessels with the same total arterial 
compliance and total peripheral resistance (83, 85). It has been recently estimated that a 
normal, young human aortic pressure pulse shows 95% correlation to that of a 
Windkessel. This correlation in aortic pressure pulse increases to 99% with age (66). 
Manifestation of “Windkesselness” in an arterial system leads to three important 
properties. First, the pulse wave length become very long, and therefore pulses get 
reflected and re-reflected many times between the heart and reflection sites (11), making 
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it inappropriate to describe reflection of a single wave returning from the periphery. 
Second, as pulse wavelength increases, the lengths of arteries cease to effect pulsatile 
pressure. Third, since total arterial compliance and total peripheral resistance are the only 
arterial parameters affecting pulsatile pressure, most of the physical parameters that 
investigators typically associate with pulse wave reflection—distances of reflection sites 
from the heart and the amount of local reflection generated locally—cease to be relevant 
(84). It is the degeneration of arterial system into a Windkessel that provides the greatest 
challenge to conventional interpretations of the Conventional Augmentation Index. In 
fact, we can now identify Type D pulse morphologies to be a manifestation of the 
degeneration of an arterial system into a Windkessel (Fig. A-11). In fact, the “True 
Augmentation Index” indicated no significant augmentation of pulse pressure in subjects 
over 50 years, i.e., when the system has already degenerated in to a classical Windkessel 
(Fig. A-9). However, to calculate TAI, it is required to measure pressure and flow 
simultaneously, as well as estimation of Zo. This imposes difficulty in its clinical use 
which is further discussed in section 6.3.   
 
4.3.3 Rearranging a spatially-distributed model to show evidence of 
Windkesselness 
The large-scale human systemic arterial system model (129) was exploited in a 
new way in the present work to illustrate that the location of reflection sites and the 
amount of refection from bifurcations cease to be relevant to pulsatile pressure when the 
arterial system is stiff. With the goal of altering the location of reflection sites in an 
arterial system stiff enough to act like a Windkessel, the segments of limbs of the 
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Westerhof model were theoretically “amputated” and reattached to contralateral locations 
(Fig. A-10B). This re-arrangement made the network asymmetric, created new sites of 
reflection, and changed the distance of reflection sites from the heart. However, since 
input flow, total peripheral resistance, and total arterial compliance did not change with 
rearrangement, the predicted pressures were unaffected (compare Fig. A-10D with Fig. 
A-10E). This is result is particularly striking because there is typically very little 
reflection at any one bifurcation in an arterial system (52), which was previously verified 
for the Westerhof model (128). Because these results suggest that the elderly have 
Windkessel-like arterial systems, it becomes clear why there has been conflicting reports 
concerning changes to the distances to reflection sites with age (65). The process of 
determining an “effective length” (21, 72) not only is problematic because there is not 
enough information in measured pressure and flow to solve the hemodynamic inverse 
problem (21, 89), arterial length can become irrelevant. The insight that the location of 
reflection sites becomes unimportant when the system acts like a Windkessel may explain 
results of Taylor et al. (118), who determined the input impedance of a network of elastic 
tubes with randomly selected lengths. The fact that the resulting input impedances were 
similar to measured aortic input impedances (77) may have been illustrating 
“Windkesselness” of their system, and therefore the relative unimportance of spatial 
distribution. The approach of rearranging the classical Westerhof model is another 
example of a result that cannot come from experimental approaches, but from 
mathematical modeling based on fundamental principles. 
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5. INTERACTION OF AN AXIAL-FLOW LVAD 
    AND THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 
 
Although animal models, mock circulations, and computational fluid dynamics 
provide necessary tools to characterize the interaction of an axial flow LVAD and the 
cardiovascular system, they are not sufficient; the many variables influencing the 
interaction either cannot be measured or controlled, and the generality of results are 
limited. The inability of computational, physical, or animal models to predict the 
behavior of LVAD-heart-arterial system interactions in humans impacts all phases of 
LVAD development. Investigators have thus begun reporting mathematical models that 
integrate the time-varying elastance model, an axial-flow LVAD, and a lumped arterial 
system (25, 68, 124). As of yet, none have addressed which combinations of 
cardiovascular parameters affect aortic valve opening, LVAD regurgitation, or 
ventricular collapse. More importantly, all solutions have been numerical. The results 
therefore pertain to the particular set of parameters used for the simulations, and entire 
studies would have to be duplicated to extend results to another mammal, patient 
population, or even physiological state. Furthermore, these relatively simple models have 
not been tested against more complex, realistic human models to discount the potential of 
pulse wave propagation and reflection to alter critical conclusions. In essence, 
conventional LVAD-heart-arterial system models may be too simple to trust, but too 
complex to be employed as a tool for clinical investigators.  
In this section, Sunagawa‟s heart-arterial system model will be extended to 
develop an algebraic formula predicting ventricular-arterial-LVAD interaction in 
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mammals. The extended model will be tested against a realistic, large-scale human 
arterial system model proposed by Westerhof et al. (129). 
 
5.1    Theory 
5.1.1   Modeling the arterial system 
Derived by Otto Frank more than a century ago, the classical (2-element) 
Windkessel model is a first-order approximation of the arterial system (92). Based on 
conservation of mass, the blood volume stored by the large arteries is equal to the 
difference of the volume of blood injected by the heart and the volume of blood leaving 
through the small resistance arteries. A simple differential equation was formed that 
related aortic pressure and flow to total arterial resistance (Rtot) and total arterial 
compliance (Ctot). In diastole, flow into the system ceases, and end-diastolic pressure 
(Ped) can be expressed as a function of Rtot, Ctot, end-systolic pressure (Pes) and the 
diastolic period Td.   
.
Td
R Ctot tot
ed esP P e

               (5.1) 
In systole, the ventricle and arterial system are coupled. Sunagawa et al. (115) 
applied the principle of conservation of mass to relate three quantities. First, the volume 
injected into the arterial system is equal to the volume passing through the aortic valve 
(Vvalve). Second, the volume stored in the aorta in systole is equal to Ctot multiplied by the 
change in aortic pressure (i.e., Pes-Ped). Third, the volume leaving the arterial system is a 
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function of mean aortic pressure, Rtot and the systolic period (Ts). To simplify, mean 
arterial pressure was approximated by Pes. 
   es Svalve tot es ed
tot
P T
V C P P
R
              (5.2) 
In this case, Vvalve is equal to stroke volume.  
 
5.1.2 Time-varying elastance  
The many disparate phenomena that effect cardiac function, including the Frank-
Starling Effect (33, 104), the Bainbridge Effect (7), the Hill Effect (37) and the nonlinear 
end-diastolic pressure volume relationship (111), make cardiac output sensitive to both 
cardiac preload and afterload. To characterize the contractile properties of ventricles 
independent of the preload and afterload, Suga et al. developed the time-varying 
elastance concept (113, 114). Ventricular elastance (E) is expressed as a ratio of 
ventricular pressure (PLV) to ventricular volume (VLV), and is a function of time (t), 
 
 
 
LV
LV o
P t
E t
V t V


             (5.3) 
where Vo is the dead volume (i.e., volume at zero pressure). Although it notably 
lacks behavior such as Hill Effect (37), this simple first-order empirical relationship, 
captures the Frank-Starling effect, where an increase in volume leads to an increase in 
pressure generated.  Since Emax is the slope of the end-systolic pressure-volume 
relationship, it is often used as an index of ventricular contractility. Emin, the slope of the 
end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship, is used to characterize the diastolic function. 
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Since changes in ventricular contractility, diastolic function, and heart rate can be 
conveniently described by scaling Emax, Emin, and t, the time-varying elastance model has 
become a basis for numerous cardiovascular system models, especially those exploring 
heart-arterial interaction (10, 19, 98, 111). 
 
5.1.3 Characterizing heart-arterial system interaction  
Sunagawa et al. (115) integrated the first-order approximation of the left ventricle 
Eq. 5.3 and the first-order description of the arterial system in diastole Eq. 5.1 and systole 
Eq. 5.2. Their first important insight was that the full functional form of E(t) was not 
necessary to estimate Vvalve. In fact, Vvalve can be calculated from the difference of end-
diastolic volume (Ved) and end-systolic volume (Ves). The dead volume (Vo) was 
neglected to simplify the derivation. From Eq. 5.3, the value of Ves is equal to Ved-Vvalve. 
Assuming that ventricular pressure at end diastole could be approximated by atrial 
pressure (Patria), and that Ved is equal to Patria/Emin, Eq. 5.3 can be reformulated. 
atria
es max es max valve
min
P
P E V E V
E
 
   
 
          (5.4) 
Solving Eq. 5.1-2 and Eq. 5.4 simultaneously, Sunagawa et al. (115) developed an 
algebraic formula for Vvalve (which is equal to stroke volume) in terms of both heart and 
arterial system properties, 
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max ed
valve
max a
E V
V
E E


            (5.5) 
            where Ea is a constant related to arterial system parameters, as well systolic and 
diastolic periods,   
(1 )
tot
a Td
R Ctot tot
S
R
E
T e

 
            (5.6) 
Although Ea has been denoted the “effective arterial elastance” (115) because it is 
equal to the slope of the arterial system pressure-volume relationship, it is not directly 
related to arterial mechanical properties.   
 
5.1.4 Modifying input into Windkessel   
The classical (2-element) Windkessel described by Eq. 5.1 and 5.2 assumed that 
the only injection of blood volume came directly from the heart through the aortic valve. 
However, an axial-flow LVAD continuously removes blood from the ventricle and 
injects it into the aorta in both systole and diastole and thus equal to mean LVAD flow 
(QLVAD).  Modifying Eq. 5.1 appropriately (by solving the differential equation with a 
steady input) yields a simple analytical solution. 
.
( . ). .
Td
R Ctot tot
ed es LVAD tot LVAD totP P Q R e Q R

             (5.7) 
Similarly, Eq. 5.2 describing heart-arterial system interaction in systole, can be 
modified to describe LVAD-heart-arterial system interaction. The volume injected into 
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the arterial system is equal to the volume is ejected through the aortic valves plus the 
volume injected by the LVAD, QLVAD·Ts. 
  esvalve LVAD s tot es ed s
tot
P
V Q T C P P T
R
              (5.8) 
When the LVAD flow is set to zero, Eq. 5.7 and 5.8 degenerate into the standard 
windkessel approximations Eq. 5.2 and 5.3. 
 
5.1.5 Integrating ventricular and arterial system models in presence of axial-flow 
LVAD  
Just as the equations describing flow into a Windkessel Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2 were 
reformulated for the presence of an axial-flow LVAD Eq. 5.7 and Eq. 5.8, equations 
describing flow out of a ventricle can be reformulated.  Here, the value of Ves described in 
Eq. 5.4 is decremented by the volume withdrawn by the LVAD during systole, QLVAD·Ts. 
atria
es max es max valve LVAD s
min
P
P E V E V Q T
E
 
      
 
        (5.9) 
When the LVAD flow is set to zero, Eq. 5.9 degenerates into Eq. 5.4.  Solving Eq. 
7-9 for Vvalve yields an equation predicting the volume expelled through the aortic valves.   
max ed tot max s
valve LVAD
max a max a
E V R E T
V Q
E E E E

 
 
        (5.10) 
 The value of Vvalve in Eq. 5.10 represents the extension of the Sunagawa 
approximation for LVAD-heart-arterial system interaction. Eq. 5.10 degenerates to 
original formulation of Sunagawa et al. (115) Eq. 5.5 when QLVAD is set to zero. 
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5.1.6 Illustrative example application: persistent valve closure during systole  
Eq. 5.10 provides a novel means to predict when LVAD flow is high enough to 
prevent ejection through the aortic valves.  In this case, the aortic valves no longer open 
in systole, and all flow into the arterial system is due to the LVAD.  This critical LVAD 
flow (QLVADmax) can be found by setting Vvalve = 0 in Eq. 5.10 and solving for QLVAD.   
max
max
max min
atria
LVAD
tot s
E P
Q
R E T E


                    (5.11) 
This single exercise reveals the parameters that affect persistent valve closure: 
ventricular contractility, atrial pressure, total arterial resistance, diastolic function and 
systolic period.  
 
5.1.7 Large-scale, realistic, human systemic arterial system model  
The large-scale, realistic, human arterial system model developed by Westerhof et al. 
(129) was used as the recognized modeling “gold standard” (83, 99, 106) to test the 
validity of Eq. 5.10. Input into this model was a time-varying elastance model Eq. 5.1 
used to mimic the left ventricle. Atrial pressure (Patria) was maintained at 5 mmHg. The 
particular time-varying elastance function used for simulation, was digitized from (114). 
The value of 1.5mmHg/ml for Emax was chosen to represent a normal healthy heart (94). 
To simulate varying degrees of heart failure, Emax was progressively decreased to 0.25 
mmHg/ml. The steady-flow LVAD was modeled as constant flow source, and the LVAD 
outlet was placed in the ascending aorta.  The model was implemented in Simulink (The 
Mathworks, Inc., 2005) and solved numerically, as described in detail elsewhere (66). 
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First, the large-scale model was used to predict pulsatile aortic pressure with different 
levels of QLVAD. Then this model was used to predict total aortic flow as a function of 
QLVAD and Emax and compared to the simple algebraic formula Eq. 5.10.     
 
5.2     Results 
 Increasing flow of the axial-flow LVAD caused pulse pressure to decrease. Fig. 
A-12 illustrates the change in aortic pulse pressure with increasing mean LVAD flows 
predicted from the realistic, large-scale human arterial system model.  
 In general, as either LVAD flow or ventricular contractility increases, total flow 
into the aorta increases. Fig. A-13 illustrates how total flow into the aorta is affected by 
both LVAD flow and ventricular contractility (i.e., the value of Emax) predicted by the 
realistic, large-scale human arterial system model and from the simple algebraic formula 
given by Eq. 5.10.    The deviation of simple algebraic formula from the realistic, large-
scale human model was no more than 15% from that provided by the simple algebraic 
formula Eq. 5.10.  For low values of Emax, total flow exhibits a plateau that is equal to 
LVAD flow.  The plateau indicates the combinations of QLVAD and Emax that cause 
persistent aortic valve closure and thus shunting of all blood through the LVAD. 
 As the LVAD flow increases, more blood bypasses the aortic valve. Fig. A-14 
illustrates how the percent of total flow into the aorta due to cardiac ejection changes as 
LVAD flow is increased.  When Emax is 25% normal values, moderate increases in LVAD 
flow causes the aortic valve to close throughout the cardiac cycle. 
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 Maximum LVAD flow found to be most sensitive to cardiac contractility and 
atrial pressure. Fig. A-15 illustrates how changing each of the critical arterial system 
properties determine the critical LVAD flow [QLVADmax, Eq. 5.11], the flow that causes 
the aortic valve to remain closed throughout the cardiac cycle.  QLVADmax flow can be 
increased with greater ventricular contractility (Emax), heart rate (HR) and atrial pressure 
(Patria). On the other hand, as the systemic total arterial resistance (Rtot) increases, 
QLVADmax decreases.  
 
5.3     Discussion 
This work developed a simple and accurate algebraic formula for aortic blood flow 
resulting from the complex interaction of the heart, arterial system and an axial-flow 
LVAD.  Extending the theoretical framework of Sunagawa et al. (115) Characterizing 
heart-arterial system interaction, the present work provides critical insight into the 
relative contributions of the most important ventricular, arterial, and LVAD parameters 
effecting systemic perfusion and blood pressure. Since this approximation is based on the 
physics of blood flow, it can predict behavior. The approximation may therefore 
complement the conventional tools of computational fluid dynamics, mock circulations, 
or animal experimentations. In particular, the simple algebraic formula may provide 
insight into 1) patient selection, by suggesting when ventricular contractility is too low to 
open aortic valves, 2) design of LVAD controllers, by basing their algorithms on 
physiological principles, 3) development of performance and safety criteria, by scaling 
device test results from mammals to humans, and 4) optimizing devices for particular 
patient populations, e.g., designing LVADs for infants.  The simple algebraic formula 
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was tested against a realistic, large-scale human cardiovascular system model, and was 
found to be accurate.   
 
5.3.1 Accuracy of the simple algebraic formula  
This work proposes a simple algebraic formula characterizing the complex 
interaction of the heart, systemic arterial system and LVAD. For simplicity, the arterial 
system is considered as classical (2-element) Windkessel model described by Frank (92). 
Though this simple model was criticized (3), it has been shown recently that the arterial 
system can be approximated by a Windkessel when arterial compliance is low, which is 
common among the population receiving LVADs (66). Although the arterial system 
model could have been described by 3-, 4- or 5-element models (34, 108, 130), only the 
classical (2-element) Windkessel has parameter values that are directly related to arterial 
system properties (92). Thus, we were able to test the approximation against the well-
accepted large-scale distributed arterial system model developed by Westerhof et al. 
(129), and found it accurate to within 15% over a wide range of parameter values (Fig. A-
13). This fairly high degree of agreement results primarily from the fact that a normal 
arterial system acts very much like a classical Windkessel.  In fact, Mohiuddin et al. (66) 
found that the pulse pressure predicted from a Windkessel is 95% correlated to the pulse 
pressure calculated from the large-scale Westerhof model. Notably, the Windkessel 
approximation eliminates the dicrotic notch (66), which can explain why the greatest 
deviation in Fig. A-13 occurs at the critical points where aortic valve closure is affected. 
Interestingly, if LVAD flow is chosen to be zero, the approximation degenerates to 
Sunagawa‟s approximation (115) for heart-arterial system interaction. In fact, this may be 
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the first time that the Sunagawa approximation (i.e., QLVAD = 0, Fig. A-14) has been 
tested for accuracy against a modeling “gold standard” where all arterial properties are 
known.  Such a test cannot be performed rigorously in animal models, since some 
parameters, e.g., Emax, cannot easily be measured in patients. 
 
5.3.2 Balancing the elegance of a simple algebraic formula with the accuracy of a 
numerical solution 
The present work provides the only known analytical (i.e., algebraic) 
approximation that predicts LVAD-heart-arterial system interaction. Although the 
simplifications embodied in Eq. 5.10 may incur error in predicted flow, this cost must be 
balanced with the value of a predictive, algebraic formula.  First, an analytical (i.e., 
algebraic) formulation allows critical insight.  Not only are the most important 
parameters for determining LVAD performance identified Eq. 5.10, the interaction of 
parameters are explicit. Second, the equations can predict unintended consequences when 
the device is implanted.  For instance, fibrosis from previous surgeries could make 
LVAD cannula placement in the thoracic aorta attractive.  However, Eq. 5.11 and Figs. 
A-13, A-14 and A-15 suggest that if ventricular contractility is particularly low, the aortic 
valve will cease to open during systole, resulting in higher probability of thrombosis in 
the aortic root. Third, Eq. 5.10 may provide the basis for a physiology-based controller. 
Since this equation is predictive, it could be used to tune controller parameters for 
different patients, or even allow for predictive adaptive control (6, 36).  Fourth, the 
predictive and intuitive nature of the simple algebraic formula may work synergistically 
to allow rational device design. Thus, this approximation may help limit inefficient trial-
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and-error approaches in the design process. Fifth, the predictive nature of the equations 
may help predict how device performance may change in the critical transition from 
animal testing to human clinical trials.  
 
5.3.3 The realistic, distributed arterial system model provides additional 
information 
Although the realistic, large-scale human cardiovascular model may 
incrementally increase accuracy of predictions, its true strength lies in its ability to 
characterize behavior that is not captured by the Windkessel-based first order 
approximation Eq. 5.10: pulse wave propagation and reflection. The pulse pressure at 
different locations of the system is predicted by this realistic large-scale model. This 
model therefore may better predict behavior such as aortic valve opening. Also, this 
realistic model can be used to predict changes in LVAD performance when the outlet 
cannula is placed along different locations along the aorta or when particular arterial 
system parameters change. 
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6.  SUMMARY AND INTEGRATION 
 
6.1 Windkessel can be used as a predictive model 
The use of the Windkessel in section 4 represents a major departure from 
convention. Typically, a version of the Windkessel model is used to solve the inverse 
problem. That is, parameters such as Ctot are unknown, and its value is carefully chosen 
to best fit the measured data. Here, the process is reversed. Instead of retrieving 
information from fitting the parameters of the 3-element Windkessel (130), 4-element 
Windkessel (109) or 5-element Windkessel (34) to data, information is retrieved by 
analyzing the deviation of the classical (2-element) Windkessel from measured data.  In 
this study, total arterial compliance is first determined from low-frequency apparent 
compliance (83), and then taken to be the value of compliance in the Windkessel model.  
Determining Ctot in this way does not (forcibly) fit the model to measured pressure and 
flow.  Instead, Windkessel pressure is predicted from input flow, Ctot and Rtot (Fig. A-2B). 
Therefore, there is a much greater deviation of the model from the data at intermediate 
and high frequencies.  Thus, in the present study, the Windkessel is used as a predictive 
model, and deviations are used as a means of quantifying the similarity of an arterial 
system to a Windkessel. 
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6.2 Critical role of mathematical modeling and model-based analysis of 
empirical data 
 This dissertation work has developed two complimentary approaches to test the 
hypothesis that the systemic arterial system degenerates into a classical Windkessel when 
pulse wavelengths increase sufficiently. The first approach used a novel analytical 
technique to quantify the “Windkesselness” of an arterial system (Fig. A-2).  The second 
approach used a realistic, large-scale human systemic arterial system model to quantify 
how changes in each parameter affect the degree of “Windkesselness” (Fig. A-5). Taken 
together, these two approaches led us to the conclusion that it is the pulse wavelength 
(independent of particular heart rate, compliances, or radii) that determines whether an 
arterial system behaves like a Windkessel (Fig. A-6).  
These results could not be obtained by experimental means because it is not 
possible to independently change heart rate, compliances or radii of the large conductance 
arteries in an experimental model. For instance, unless peripheral resistance is 
significantly manipulated, altering heart rate affects mean pressure, and thus compliances 
and radii of the large conductance arteries (45, 106). Similarly, attempts to decrease 
aortic compliance by encasing the aorta in plaster (80) or banding it (39) do not mimic 
naturally-occurring diseases and can only be accomplished surgically. Furthermore, in 
section 4, the limbs of large-scale model were rearranged, theoretically mimicking 
“amputation”. There is no safe method of altering aortic compliance or radius, let alone 
amputation of limbs in human subjects. Instead, the novel index of “Windkesselness” 
provides a simple, minimally-invasive means to characterize hemodynamic changes in an 
individual over time or relative differences in experimental groups. Requiring only 
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measured pulsatile pressure and flow (e.g., Fig. A-8), this index provides a much-needed 
tool to explore how the mechanical properties of the arterial system change with 
naturally-occurring diseases, and is amenable for use in a clinical setting.  
Mathematical modeling and model-based analysis of empirical data have 
provided us the missing tools to reveal that ISH is a manifestation of an arterial system 
that has degenerated into a Windkessel, and thus arterial pressure in ISH is a function 
only of aortic flow, total peripheral resistance, and total arterial compliance. This 
methodology helped to illustrate that estimation of augmentation index due to reflection 
is meaningless.   
 
6.3 Instrumentalist use of AI is appropriate for clinical use 
Although the present work introduced a “True Augmentation Index” (TAI) that 
indicates the true effect of pulse wave reflection on pulse pressure, it is not our intention 
to suggest its use clinically. To calculate the TAI, it is necessary to measure both aortic 
pressure and flow with instruments with high frequency responses. In contrast, the 
Conventional Augmentation Index has major advantages that have caused it to grow in 
popularity. First, unlike wave separation analysis (Eq. 4.3), only measured pressure is 
necessary to calculate the Conventional Augmentation Index, making it feasible for use 
in clinical environments. Second, increases in the Conventional Augmentation Index 
have been correlated with age (43) and the progression of cardiovascular diseases (131). 
Because the present work has illustrated that the interpretation of the Conventional 
Augmentation Index is inappropriate, it would be perilous to rely on changes in it to 
suggest new clinical treatments (131). However, taking an “instrumentalist” approach to 
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the use of the Conventional Augmentation Index may not be unwarranted. That is, if the 
Conventional Augmentation Index is used as a mere indicator of a morphological change 
in the pressure with a particular clinical intervention, then it retains its usefulness. An 
important contribution of the present work may therefore be that we reinterpret the 
Augmentation Index. 
 
6.4 Limitation of the large-scale distributed model 
The large-scale model, however, has its own limitations. Arterial compliances were 
assumed constant, although they are known to be pressure-dependent (and thus 
nonlinear). Venous return and total fluid volume are important clinical indices which 
change with heart rate and LVAD flow, yet were not incorporated into the present 
version of the model. Also, no regulatory phenomena (e.g., baroreceptor modulation of 
peripheral resistance) were included. The choice has been made, because we were 
interested in the role of particular arterial system parameters such as total peripheral 
resistance or ventricular contractility on mean aortic flow, and regulatory phenomena 
merely adjust these parameters. If adding additional complexity to the simple model 
presented here Eq. 5.10 would require numerical solution, the approximation would lose 
its usefulness. However, adding complexity to the large-scale human arterial system 
model, if based on sound empirical data and physics, could help make it an even more 
effective LVAD test-bed that incorporates principles of applied physiology early in the 
design process. 
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6.5 Calculating reflection when the system behaves like a Windkessel 
After half a decade of its dominance in the arena of mathematical modeling, 
classical (2-element) Windkessel model of systemic arterial system was left aside by the 
investigators. It is well-established that pulse wave propagation and reflection effects in a 
Windkessel (0-D model) is impossible to model (77).   
However, in a human systemic arterial system, pulses are reflected and re-
reflected many times in a single cardiac cycle (11), making it impossible to identify a 
discrete set of reflection sites (89). In fact, the magnitude and phase of reflection becomes 
a function of Ctot and Rtot (84).  Although the pressure pulses can be analyzed into 
forward and reflected waves, the composite reflection at the aortic root cannot be 
attributed to any particular arterial system property such as arterial system length, 
changes in reflection site or magnitude of local reflection (87, 89).  The fact that arterial 
systems degenerate into Windkessels explains why it becomes much easier to estimate 
total arterial compliance in hypertension (83)—total arterial compliance is the dominant 
determinant of pulsatile pressure.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A-1:     Pressure waves recorded along the arterial tree from the proximal 
ascending aorta to the femoral artery in three human aged 28, 52 and 68 years. In the 
older subject, there is little amplification in the pressure wave during transmission, 
however, in the youngest subject, the amplitude of the pressure wave increases 
approximately 60% during transmission (71). 
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Figure A-2:   Graphical representation of a method to determine the degree of 
“Windkesselness” of an arterial system. Input aortic flow was retrieved from digitizing 
experimentally determined flow in Fig. 1 from (106).  Note that flow is not precisely zero 
in early diastole.   (A) Graphical representation of a realistic human arterial system model 
originally described by Westerhof et al. (129). The 121 elements represent vessel 
segments.  Predicted pressure (Distributed) includes effects of pulse wave propagation 
and reflection. (B) Graphical representation of a classical Windkessel model of the 
human arterial system originally described by Frank (92).  Storage of blood is represented 
by a single chamber with compliance equal to total arterial compliance (Ctot), and 
resistance to blood flow is represented by a single outlet vessel with resistance equal to 
total peripheral resistance (Rtot).  Predicted pressure (Windkessel) represents the pressure 
if the system had the same input flow, Rtot and Ctot, but behaved like a Windkessel. 
Correlation of Distributed and Windkessel pressures indicates the degree of 
“Windkesselness” in an arterial system. 
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Figure A-3:  Pressure and input impedances of the distributed human arterial system 
model (●) and the Windkessel model (solid line) when pulse wavelengths are made to 
increase 50% above normal (Eq. 3.5).  (A&B) Normal values of arterial compliances, 
vessel radii, and heart rate.  (C&D) Low heart rate (33.3% decrease), (E&F) Low 
compliance (55.5% decrease), and (G&H) Large vessel radii (50% increase). Similarity 
between distributed and Windkessel models indicates degeneration of system into a 
Windkessel when heart rate and compliances decrease, or vessel radii increase.    
(A)                                                               (B) 
(C)                                                               (D) 
(E)                                                               (F) 
(G)                                                               (H) 
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Figure A-4:  Analysis of previously reported human data reveals that an arterial system 
can degenerate into a Windkessel with age. Measured aortic pressures and input 
impedances of human subjects compared to Windkessel predictions assuming the same 
total compliance and peripheral resistance. (A&B) Measured aortic pressure and input 
impedance of a 28 year old normotensive person (●) and corresponding Windkessel 
model prediction (line). (C&D) Measured aortic pressure and input impedance of a 68 
year old person (●) and corresponding Windkessel prediction (line). Measured pressures 
and input impedances  reproduced from Nichols et al. (71).  
 
 
(A)                                                               (B) 
(C)                                                               (D) 
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Figure A-5:   Illustration of the degeneration of the human systemic arterial system model 
into a Windkessel indicated by increasing correlation between pressures predicted from 
large scale arterial system model and the Windkessel model.  The distributed human 
systemic arterial system model degenerates into a Windkessel when heart rate decreases, 
arterial compliances decrease, and vessel radii increase. Heart rate, compliances, and 
radii expressed as factors of normal “control” values (indicated by dashed line). 
(A) 
 
(B) 
(C) 
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Figure A-6:  Human arterial system degenerates into a Windkessel when pulse 
wavelength increases.  Degeneration indicated by increase in correlation between 
pressures predicted from the large scale arterial system model and from the Windkessel. 
Although changes in heart rate, compliances, and vessel radii have disparate impact on 
“Windkesselness” of an arterial system (Fig. A-5), the resulting pulse wavelength vs. 
correlation coefficient relationships are very similar.      
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Figure A-7:   (A) Illustration of the method to estimate the Conventional Augmentation 
Index (CAI).  AP is the difference in pressure from an inflection point in the pressure 
wave to peak systolic pressure. The CAI is the ratio of the AP to the pulse pressure, PP.  
(B) Illustration of the proposed method to calculate true augmentation of pulse pressure 
by the reflected wave. Pressures at peak systole and end-diastole are augmented by the 
values of the reflected wave Pr at the time of peak systole (Pr,s) and end-diastole (Pr,d). 
The True Augmentation Index (TAI) is the ratio of (Pr,s-Pr,d) and PP.  Pressure 
morphology was digitized from data originally reported in (71) and derives from a 52 
years old normotensive subject. 
(A) (B) 
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Figure A-8:      Illustration of less and more appropriate application of wave separation 
analysis applied to data originally reported in Nichols et al. (71) from subjects of three 
different ages. (A-C) Estimation of forward and reflected pressure pulse waves using less 
appropriate application of wave separation analysis (Eq. 4.2) suggests that the reflected 
pulse always has positive values and therefore must augment peak systolic pressure. (C-
E) Estimation of forward and reflected pressure pulse waves using more appropriate 
method (Eq. 4.3). More appropriate method indicates that the composite reflected 
pressure pulse wave does not necessarily augment systolic pressure, particularly for the 
youngest case. 
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Figure A-9:     Analysis of the data presented in Fig. A-8.  Contribution of the composite 
reflected wave to peak systolic pressure (Ps), end-diastolic pressure (Pd), the contribution 
or the reflected pressure wave (Pr) to pulse pressure by raising Ps or lowering Pd (Pr,s-
Pr,d), and the effect of the reflected pressure wave to the True Augmentation Index (TAI, 
Eq. 4.5) and the Conventional Augmentation Index (CAI, Eq. 4.4). Note that peak 
systolic pressure is lowered by reflection.   
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Figure A-10:     Graphical representation of (A) realistic large-scale spatially-distributed 
model proposed by Westerhof et al. (132), (B) the same distributed model after 
rearrangement to create new reflection sites, and (C) a classical (2-element) Windkessel 
equivalent (see Fig. A-2B) which eliminates the influence of vessel length. Each model 
has the total arterial compliance of a 68 year old normotensive subject described 
elsewhere (74). (D) Pressure falls exponentially as is predicted for classical Windkessel.  
(E) Adding new reflection sites and changing distances to reflection sites result in similar 
pressures and forward and reflected waves as in A. (F) Pressure of the Windkessel 
equivalent is similar to pressures in distributed system (A and B), indicating the system in 
(A) is stiff enough to degenerate into a classical Windkessel. Composite forward and 
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reflected waves are almost identical in all three cases. Sites of reflection have no 
influence on aortic pressure and timing of reflected waves; total arterial compliance and 
total peripheral resistance are the most influential parameters governing pulse pressures. 
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Figure A-11:    Illustrative example used to show that the reflected pulse wave in severely 
hypertensive subjects results from degeneration into a classical Windkessel.  (A) Pressure 
of a severely hypertensive 61 year old subject originally reported elsewhere (71) and the 
pressure estimated for its classical Windkessel equivalent (see Fig. A-7). (B) Reflected 
wave calculated from the more appropriate procedure (Eq. 4.3) for wave separation 
analysis and from the Windkessel equivalent. Similarity of the timing and morphology of 
the composite pressure reflected pulses indicates degeneration of systemic arterial system 
into a classical Windkessel. 
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Figure A-12: Increases in LVAD flow decreases aortic pulse pressure in the realistic 
large-scale cardiovascular system model. At a critical value of LVAD flow, the aortic 
valve ceases to open, and aortic pressure loses pulsatility. 
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Figure A-13:  Comparison of total aortic flow predicted by the realistic, large-scale 
arterial system model (─) with the approximate solution given by Eq. 5.10. (●) at 
different contractile states of the left ventricle (characterized by Emax) under various 
levels of LVAD flow.  As ventricular contractility or LVAD flow increases, total aortic 
flow increases.  Plateau in upper left quadrant indicates that ventricular contractility is too 
low to force open the aortic valve, and aortic flow is thus equal to LVAD flow. 
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Figure A-14: Increasing LVAD flow decreases the percentage of total aortic flow that 
passes through the aortic valves [predicted from Eq. 5.8].  When LVAD flow (i.e., QLVAD) 
is high or when ventricular contractility (i.e., Emax) is low, aortic flow is entirely provided 
by the LVAD. 
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Figure A15: Illustration of how critical cardiovascular system parameters impact the 
maximum LVAD flow that ensures that the aortic valve opens during some portion of the 
cardiac cycle. This maximum LVAD flow [i.e., QLVADmax, Eq. 5.11] can be increased with 
(A) ventricular contractility (Emax), (B) atrial pressure (Patria), (C) heart rate (HR), and 
decreased with (D) total systemic arterial resistance (Rtot). 
 
 
 
 
(A) (B) 
(C) (D) 
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